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Foreword
Reading is to the mind what exercise is

to the 1'ody. Joseph Addison, The Tatter

Children come to school having learned to manipulate language. And as they
relate their experiences or their emotional responses to what they have seen or
know in their worlds, language seems to come easily. At such times there appears
to be no limit to the flow of words or the complicated grammatical structures
children can manipulate.

Not so with reading. Reading all too often is delayed; it is resisted by children.
Perhaps this is because reading is many-sided, involving many aspectssociolog
ieal, psychological, physical, emotional, It comprises the act of decoding and the
use of cognitive processes. Yet, underlying and overlying these factors, the whole
it ea of reading is dominated by languagethe language of the person engaging
in the act of reading and the language used by the author.

Recent scholarship has focused on the interrelationship of language to reading;
however, such concern is not only recent. During the early 1940's, R. R. Bucking-
ham stressed the common elements of each:

Holding as I do that most children who are deficient in reading are in reality
deficient in language ability, I suggest two things: first, that reading and
language be taught with far greater recognition of their common elements
. . and, secondly, that when children are found to be deficient in reading,
we go far enough back into fundamental causes to build them up in basic
abilities.'

These articles on the content of a reading program and on the power of
phonics and linguistics to explain the process of decoding should be of interest
to the classroom teacher, the special teacher of reading, supervisors, and ad-
ministrators_ The person not having a sophisticated knowledge of phonics or
linguistics will find practical and specific helps in this collection.

The first two articles, by Albert j. Harris and Russell G. Stauffer, isolate basic
factors and convictions for planning instructional programs in reading In the
first article arc key questions to _guide the evaluation of reading programs. A
basic tenet of the second article is that reading is akin to thinking.

Authors in the second group of articles discuss the place of literature in read-
ing programs. Particular emphasis is given to Mother Goose, folk tales, and
critical reading.

The next collection of articles relates language and its various components
to the process of reading. In "My Son_ the Linguist and Reader," Sam Sebesta

1B. R. Buckingham, "Language and Reading: A Unified Program," The Elementary English
Review, 12 (March 1940), 116.



has an imaginative approach in summarizing the importance of linguistics in

reading. He shows that much more than a study of language is needed. He

stresses the importance of children's literature in reading, as well as an under-

standing of the language itself. John Carroll emphasizes a need to build into

reading programs provision for rich, natural uses of language. According to

Carroll, certain features of native language learning can be incorporated in the

procedures for teaching reading by the comparison of reading instruction with

natural language learning. Furthermore, he suggests that, if one looks at the

way the child learns his native language, he will see ithplications for reading

instruction. Carl Lefevre believes that reading is a language-related process and

that "the sentence is a basic meaning-bearing unit in reading, not the word."

Joan Karatz defines the essential difference between teaching reading to ghetto

children and teaching it to others. She sees language interference as one of the

chief concerns to be considered when dealing with the literacy problems of

Negro ghetto youth.
Robert Emans, who gives a historical view of phonics and phonics instruction,

begins his diseussion with methods formulated in the sixteenth century. His con-

cluding comment is indeed a truism: that every time phonics disappears from

the reading program, it is reintroduced but in a somewhat different form. A

distinction between phonics and phonetics is carefully drawn by Harold B.

Allen, who also gives the historical dimensions associated with these two words,

His article serves to clarify the distinctions which should be made in using the

two terms, distinctions not .always apparent in discussions of reading.

The bibliography on critical reading by Martha L. King and Bernice Effinger.

Cullinan is an excellent aid for the teacher who needs further knowledge on

this aspect of reading, which is important in the early grades but particularly

essential in the intermediate and middle grades.

Throughout the monograph the authors stress the importance of the use of

natural language in helping boys and girls improve .their ability to read. It is

the hope of the editor that this miscellany will serve in some way to give the

teacher, the supervisor, the administrator, and the teacher-in-training a new

perspective on reading, or even a renewed confidence in what they believe about

reading. Eldonna L. Evertts

vi



Key Factors in a Successful
Reading Program

For many years, study skills experts have
been advising that it is desirable to turn
headings into questions and then to focus
on the facts and ideas that provide answers
to the questions. I am going to follow this
advice: in talking about key factors in a
successful reading program, I will really
consider key questions which can guide us
in evaluating a reading program and de-
ciding whether or not everything is being
done that can make a reading program
effective. How many key questions there
are is somewhat arbitrary, but I shall at-
tempt to consider ten.

1. Are we giving every child a svcce
start in reading?

The concept of reading readiness has
had its ups and downs. Originally it was
a highly desirable corrective for a situa-
tion in which 20 to 40 percent of young
children, plunged abruptly into the be-
ginning of reading instruction, failed to
make enough progress to be promoted.
In providing for a more gradual and
sometimes delayed start on for4nal read=
ing instruction, some school systems went
to the opposite extreme of delaying chil-
dren who were ready along with those
who needed a readiness period and pro-
gram. Recent evidence indicates that a

Albert J. Harris is a professor emeritm a the City
University of New York.
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readiness program may be a sheer waste
of time for children who are mature
when they enter the first grade. On the
other hand, the child who shows specific
weakness in certain areas of readiness is
likely to benefit when readiness instruc-
tion is designed specifically to overcome
these weaknesses. For the most part,
readiness weaknesses fall in four main
areas: general language patterns, vocab-
ulary and concepts, visual perception,
and auditory perception. An effective
readiness program should make use of
readiness tests that can locate areas of
weakness and should provide specific
learning sequences in each area in which
a weakness is found.

Another factor in a successful start is
the increasingly recog-nixed fact that chil-
dren vary in the modes of learning that
are most natural for them. For some chil-
dren a predominantly visual approach
succeeds well. For a minority, a method
in which auditory perception and
phonics are stressed may be highly de-
sirable. A still smaller minority have dif-
&lilt), with both visual and auditory
avenues to learning, and for them a re-
liance on tracing and writing procedures
may allow successful learning to go for-
ward.

Still another important factor in a sue-
eessful start is the pace of instruction.
A program which is too slow for many
children may cause bor,Niom and dis-
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interest, One which is too fast leaves
many members of the group floundering
and frustrated. An alert awareness of the
way in which the children are reacting
to the instruction, day by day, helps an
effective first grade teacher to keep the
pace of the program in line with the
learning abilities of the children.

2. How well are we helping children to be-
come independent in word recognitton?

The question of whether or not to
teach phonics is a long-dead issue that
continues to be dug up from time to time
by crusaders ignorant of what is going on
in our schools. There is a legitimate dif-
ference of opinion in this area, but it is
not concerned with whether or not to
teach phonics. Everyone agrees that chil-
dren need to be taught the techniques
for independence in word recognition
and to become quick and accurate in
word recognition.

The differences of opinion are con-
cerned with a number of specific ques-
tions. Should reading activity be mean-
ingful from the beginning, or is it ef-
ficient to start with nonsense syllables
or words in lists? What is the best se-
quence in which to introduce phonic ele-
ments? Is it better to teach phonetically
irregular words from the beginning, or
is it best to start only with regular words
and introduce the exceptions much later?
Is it advisable to start with an artificial
alphabet in which each symbol r,presents
a unique sound and transfer to the regu-
lar alphabet later, or is it better to work
with the regular alphabet from the be-
ginning? How valuable is it to use a dif-
ferent color for each sound, particularly
vowel sounds? On these and other re-
lated questions research has not yet pro-
vided definite answers.

For the three years (1964-67) I was
involved in a study of reading method-

ology in the first, second, and third
grades.' One of the things that turned
up is that the number of minutes per day
spent in actual reading instruction is a
crucially important factor in the out-
comes. Teachers who spend major por-
tions of their time on direct reading in-
struction tended, in general, to get better
results than teachers who spend the major
part of their language arts time on what
may be described as supportive activities.
Within each of the four teaching meth-
ods we compared there are certain ac-
tivities that seem to have high pay-off
value and others that seem to be non-
contributory.

In most published research on begin-
ning reading, the experimenters have
told the teachers how much time to
spend on reading instruction and have
assumed that this is what took place.
We had our teachers keep daily time
records on a systematic schedule. We
found that, despite instructions, there
were wide variations within each method
both in the total amount of time spent
per day s.nd in the time spent on specific
phases of reading and the language arts.
I have therefore come to the conclusion
that much of our available research on
first grade reading is inconclusive be-
cause we do not have the facts to sepa-
rate the effects of teaching methods from
those of instructional time.

Independence in word recognition is
not merely a learning of basic phonics.
It includes a variety of techniques, in-
cluding efficient forming of inferences

1A. J. Harris, C. Morrison, Blanche L. Serwer, and
L. Gold, A Continuation of the CRAFT Project;
Comparing Reading Approaches with Disadvan-
taged Urban Negro Children in the Primary Grades,
Final Report, Froject 5-0570-2-12-1 (New York
Selected Academic Readings, 1968). See also awn-
mares in The Reading .Teacher, May 1986, May
1967, and January 1969.
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from context clues, the use of principles
of structural analysis of words into roots,
prefixes, and suffixes, and a flexible op-
proach that moves from one alternative to
another until the word is successfully
solved. In the middle grades we need to
add effective dictionary skills, including
speed in locating the word in the dic-
tionary and guided practice in the proper
use of the key to pronunciation.

3. Are we stimulating vocabulary growth
sa ciently?

The high correlation that is nearly al-
ways found between meaningful vocabu-
lary and reading comprehension indi-
cates that vocabulary development must
be one of our most important areas of
Concern. Children understand the mean-
ing of a word only when they have had
enough experience out of which to de-
velop an appropriate concept -for the
word. In the past few years we have
become much more vividly aware of the
limitations in background of experience,
in concept development, and in mean-
ingful vocabulary that handicap thou-
sands of children in their progress in
school. Vocabulary deficiencies are es-
pecially significant among children who
come to school with educational and
cultural disadvantages. It has been
shown that many disadvantaged children
have less than half .of the meaningful
vocabulary possessed by typical middle-
class children.

To stimulate vocabulary growth, a.
number of different kinds of efforts are
necessary. One of these is to provide real
experiences in which new words and
their meanings are absorbed easily and
quickly. When real experience cannot be
brought into the classroom, or the pupils
cannot be taken out of the classroom to
the experience, substitute or vicarious
experience can frequently be provided.

j. HArtais 3

Each area of the curriculum has cer-
tain basic concepts whose meanings need
to be understood accurately and fully.
Teachers need to take time to provide
abundant illustrations of these concepts
and to check and recheck the children's
understandings of them.

A third avenue to vocabulary develop-
ment is through the medium of wide
independent reading. Once one gets be-
yond the vocabulary of the primary
grade basal readers, any new word is
likely to come up so seldom in a particu-
lar teaching sequence that it takes the
reading of millions of running words in
order to find most of the words in the
vocabulary of an educated and intelli-
gent adult. Providing the materials, time,
and encouragement for independent
reading is one way in which the school
can build vocabulary.

A fourth aspect of vocabulary growth
is teaching the efficient use of the dic-
tionary. Most of us learned to use dic-
tionaries by trial and error and have
never become really skillful at it. Today
we have better dictionaries than ever
before, and they start at first grade level.
Guided practice in the correct use of
dictionaries should be built into our com-
prehensive reading program.

A final important- factor in vocabulary
development is the stimulation of an in-
terest in words and their meanings. Here,
contests and games of various kinds can
be harnessed to vocabulary learning to
good effect. Children can become sen-
sitized, through competitive games, to
the meanings of new words they come
across and to the varied meanings which
most of our common words can carry.

4. Are we making effective use of audio-
visual aids for reading instruction?

For years, there has been a dispute
among reading specialists over the value
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of what have generally been described
as "reading machines." These are devices
for projecting words or phrases quickly
or for controlling the rate at which a
particular reading selection is presented.
Some of them have been on the market
for years and have sold thousands of
units. In general, however, research in
the upper grades and secondary school
has failed to show any significant ad=
vantage for a machine over a non-
machine instructional procedure. What
advantages the machine may have seem
to lie more in the area of novelty and
motivation than in promoting learning
efficiency.

During the three years of the CRAFT
Project my staff explored the use of a
variety of audio - visual procedures in be-
ginning reading. Our teachers tried over-
head projectors, tape recorders, film-strip
projectors, listening comers, and show
and tell devices combining a record with
a film-strip; they took cameras along on
field trips in order to record what was

seen for later illustration and discussion.

Our results indicate that for the teachers
who had good training in how to utilize

this kind of equipment, large amounts of

time spent with such procedures were
beneficial to reading skills. However, for
teachers who. had not been carefully

trained in audio-visual teaching, the
more time spent with audio-visual pro-
cedures, the worse the reading test re-

sults.
This suggests a word of caution to

those districts that have been spending
money on a wide variety of audio-visual
equipment and supplies. Supervision and
training in the use of audio-visual pro-

cedures is essential if this equipment is
to repay its cost, and, if such training is
not provided, a profusion of such equip-
ment may actually interfere with- the in-

structional program.

5. Are we meeting the problem o f Indivfd-
ual differences effectively?

In order to provide effectively for in-
dividual differences in learning to read,
the first essential is an adequate diag-
nostic program. Such a program provides
the teacher with information on such es-
sentials as the correct level of difficulty
for the materials the child should be
reading, the specific skills he has mas=
tered, and the specific skills in which he
needs further help. When there are se-
vere or persistent problems, diagnosis
needs to go beyond this to explore the
possible handicaps that may be prevent-
ing the child from making progress.

Another minimum essential for effec-
tive individualization is a collection of
materials that can provide for. the wide
variety of levels of competence to be
found in almost any reading class. The
past few years have seen a tremendous
increase in the production of materials
that are adaptable to individual progress
and individual rates of learning. As such
materials become more widely !mown,
and as their content is improved, it will
become increasingly possible to allow
each child to proceed at his own best
rate of speed.

6. Are we providing a rich and varied sea
ing diet?

A child who ate nothing but rich, sweet
desserts would soon become a medical
case of malnutrition. Similarly, a one-
sided reading diet may produce unbal-
anced reading skills, interest, and at-
titudes. Children need a balanced read-
ing diet as much as they require bal-
anced food intake.

One form of reading malnutrition is
based upon the assumption that reading
can be learned entirely from basal read-
ers. It is true that something like 95 per-
cent of the classrooms in this country
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employ basal readers as the core of in-struction in reading. But unless there isconsiderable yeading diet beyond thecontents of the basal program, the chil-dren must be regarded Is being on abare subsistence level so far as reading

nutrition is concerned. ''Vide reading be-yond the confines of any one set ofbooks is necessary if we are to developthe reading skills needed for the future.
When there are classroom libraries,school libraries, and well-stocked chil-dren's rooms in nearby public libraries,a balanced, varied, and nutritious read-ing diet becomes possible. I have at times

expressed the opinion that the hest wayto evaluate a library is in terms of thenumber of books reported as lost or dam-aged. The higher this number, the moreeffective the library in promoting readingamong children. When I visit a libraryand see shelves full of neat and shining
books, my first guess is that this is a roomthat makes it hard for children to get atthe collection.

The promotion of independent readingrequires cooperation between teacherand parent. The hours devoted to tele-vision, which have averaged nearly threehours a day for elementary children overthe past twenty years, absorb much of thequiet indoor time that used to be avail-able mainly for recreational reading. Un-less parents cooperate by limiting TVviewing time and by encouraging andfostering reading as a leisure time activi-ty, the efforts of the school in this di-rection are likely to fall short of their
desired goals.

7, Are we giving su dent training in thecareful analysis of difficult materialP
In the early grades we quite oftenhear the eomplaiha. that the language ofthe children is richer and more variedthan that employed in their reading ma-

J. HARM
5

terials. By the time children reach the
intermediate grades, the complaint morefrequently is that the language of thebook is far more complex and difficultthan the language to which the child isaccustomed. This is far more true forchildren from educationally limited back-grounds than it is for children whoseparents are college graduates. For allchildren, however, increasing complexityof writing style becomes a major prob-lem to be surmounted as children moveinto the content and reference booksof the middle grades and secondaryschool.
Recently there has been renewed at-tention to the desirability of providingguided practice in functional sentenceanalysis. Without necessarily using theterminology of formal grammar, it is pos-sible to provide a scheme for cl.eaing

understanding of the basic meaning of asentence. Who or what did something?What happened? To whom or to what?How? When? Where? Why? The sys-tematic application of these questionsmakes it possible for a child to locate thekey ideas within a sentence and to un-ravel the meaning of long and difficultsentences.
In a fifth grade selection about the firstContinental Congress I found this sen-tence: "They declared that they did notask for freedom from England but onlythat they be given certain rights whichall Englishmen should enjoy."

A teacher who had the misfortune ofhaving to teach with such a poorly writ-ten textbook could take off some of thecurse by asking some questions andteaching children how to find the an-swers. For example, what is the antece-dent of "they?" How many things didthey declare? What does "they be given"mean? What does it mean to enjoy aright?
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Quite a few years ago a whole book
was written on the subject of how to
read a page.2 Without going into that
much detail, it seems evident that we
can make far rOre of an effort than we
have done in the past to help children
learn to cope with the complexities of
scholarly writing. In doing so, we need
to use subject matter taken from the con-
tent subjects and to provide for the sys-
tematic development of a wide range of
study skills. These range from simple
skills like learning alphabetical order and
how to use an index to the very complex
ones of learning how to outline and to
write summaries of difficult and chal-
lenging selections.

8. Are we making it fun to read?
Survey after survey has revealed disap-

pointing facts about the reading habits
of adults.3 Disappointment applies not
only to the adult population in general
but also to those who are college grad-
uates. It even extends to the reading
habits of teachers. Even among those
who do read regularly and frequently,
the reading diet is all too often confined
exclusively to light fiction. Magazine
readers greatly outnumber book readers,
and book readers who regularly read
thought-provoking books or works of
genuine literary excellence form a re-
grettably small minority.

If a person ,becomes a reading addict,
his love of reading causes him to find the
time to read regardless of other activities.
Our most avid readers do go to Movies,

21. A. Richards, How to Read a Page (New York:
W. W. Norton & Company, Inc., 1942).
3Naorni C. Chase, -Lifetime Reading Habits," in
Development of Lifetime Reading Habits, edited
by. Dorothy M. Dietrich and Virginia H, MatheWs;
Joint Committee on Reading Development of the
American Book Publishers Council and the Inter-
national Reading Association (Newark, Del.: IRA,
1968), Pp. 43-48.

READING

do have social lives, and do watch tele-
vision. They do have friends and do
participate in outdoor sports and activi-
ties. But somehow or other they always
find time for reading. Our problem is to
learn how to make such an addiction to
reading more widespread.

It is clearly evident that adult leader-
ship is very important in the develop-
ment of the habit of reading for pleasure.
The model provided by the parents is
very influential. In addition, contagious
enthusiasm for reading displayed by
teachers ein be extremely effective in
promoting independent reading. A good
reading teacher is a good book salesman.

9, Are we evaluating all th important as-
pects of growth in reading?

I referred earlier to the importance of
testing procedures that provide the class-
room teacher with diagnostic information
necessary to make correct decisions in
deciding the level of difficulty at which
individual children are ready to read and
to locate specific skills in which they
need additional help. Standardized tests
of reading ability are especially valuable
for making comparisons among pupil
populations and for tracing growth in
research studies. Because they show how
a child compares with other children
rather than exactly what he can do with
specific kinds of reading materials, stan-
dardized tests are somewhat less useful
for instructional guidance than has often
been assumed. To find out if a child is
ready for a particular book, or in other
words whether the book fits the child, it
is necessary to try the book on for size.
If the book is too difficult, the child ex-
periences frustration and failure and
learns little or nothing useful from his
exposure to it. If the book is too easy
and too limited, the child experiences
boredom and discomfort and becomes
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less interested in reading than he was
before. Taking the time to try the book
on for size is an important feature of an
effective reading program. The teacher
who neglects to do this assigns many
children to the wrong materials and then
is disappointed by the way in which they
respond.

We need wider use of tests that can
pinpoint specific weaknesses in word rec-
ognition, comprehension, vocabulary,
and study skills. Developing better group
tests in these areas is a task for the future.

Besides the areas of reading which can
today be measured with objectivity, there
are some areas that are more subjective
and harder to evaluate. We need to em-
phasize the importance of reading in-
terests and attitudes. We need to en-
courage teachers to judge the taste and
discrimination that children display in
their reactions to different kinds of read-
ing materials. We need to emphasize the
importance of varying the rate of read-
ing in accordance with the requirements
of the material and the purpose for read-
ing. And finally, we need to put far
greater emphasis upon sensitivity to the
child's ability to read with critical judg-
ment.

10. Are we making adequate provisions for
the retarded reader?

Essentially, we have two kinds of re-
tarded readers. The larger group consists
of children who are already reading at
an average or even > slightly above aver-
age level, but who are so bright that
their reading skills should be far higher
than their present competence, These
children are properly called underachiev-
ers in reading. They are frequently over-
looked because they are not failing, but
the gap that they show between poten-
tial reading ability and attained reading
ability is sometimes distressingly large.

7

Locating such pupils through a compari-
son of intelligence and reading scores is
one of the values of a testing program.

The children whose reading skills are
inadequate in terms of the normal ex-
pectation for their age and grade place-
ment divide broadly into three groups.
The largest of these groups is that of
children who are generally slow in their
intellectual development and whose
reading is on a par with, and sometimes
even a little above, their level of com-
petence in other areas of intellectual
functioning. Such pupils need a reading
program which is adapted to their
limited abilities, rather than a corrective
or remedial program.

The next largest group consists of those
children who are moderately below
average for their grade. These children
can usually be taught successfully in
the classroom when the teacher groups
them appropriately and provides learn-
ing materials and activities appropriate
to their level.

The third group of retarded readers in-
cludes those with genuine and severe
disabilities in reading. These children
need more intensive individualized study
and diagnosis and usually do not begin
to respond well to instruction until they
receive help in small groups or on a
completely individualized basis. Some-
times even that is ineffectual, and a care-
ful, comprehensive, clinical diagnosis by
representatives of a variety of profes-
sions may be necessary. Such facilities
for clinical study may be found in a
special reading clinic connected with a
college, university, or large school sys-
tem, or in a child guidance clinic under
public or private auspices. The recog-ni-
lion that a particular child needs inten-
sive diagnostic study is the first step
toward providing for his needs. Those
who have worked with such disabled
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readers are vividly aware that this is a
vitally important activity, and one that
is richly rewarding when it succeeds. I
recently glowed with pride when I
learned that one of my former disability
cases is now an outstanding sculptor;
some of you may have had similar suc-
cess stories. Let us hope that the bright,
disabled reader who goes unrecognized
and is considered to be mentally retarded
is rapidly becoming a thing of the past.

In summary, asking the right questions
helps us to set appropriate goals for the

reading program, and to develop a we l-
rounded program which does not concen-
trate on a few desirable outcomes to the
neglect of others. A successful reading pro=
gram should pay attention to at least ten
areas of co-teern: beginning reading, in-
dependence in word recognition, vocabu-
lary development, use of audio-visual aids,
provisions for individual differences, rich-
ness and variety of materials, training in
study-type reading, fostering of interest in
reading, evaluatffig all important areas of
reading, and providing for retarded readers.

[JANuARY 1969]



Certain
Convictions aboutReading Instruction

The noblest freedom we can give ourchildren is freedom from fear. To do this
we must teach them to stand and face fearboldly, to look at it, analyze it, and act on

it. The noblest skill we can give a reader is
the freedom to examine his own thinking,
to raise his own questions, to seek answersdiligently and boldly, to analyze and act.

The only fear a scholar should have is thetyranny of his own decisions. He must bethorough and diligent in seekirg the facts,judicious in weighing them, and fearful
only that he must face the

consequences
of his

own decisions.
Democracy and ignorance do not go to.

gether (11). A citizen must be able to read
and to think for himself about what he
reads. He must read widely and frequent-
ly. He must judge the value . of what he
reads against his own experience and thestatements of others. His mind rather than

his memory must be trained so that for himlearning to read and make educated de-
cisions will be a continuing

process.This
presentation advances certain con-

victions about reading and reading instruc
tion. A basic tenet viewing reading as a
form of thinking is dealt with again and
again even at the risk of

redundancy.First is the
conviction that the readingprocess is closely akin to the thinking pro-

Russell C. Stauffer is director of the Reading Study
Center and H. Rodney Sharp Professor of Educa-
tion at the University of Delaware.
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cess. Regulating reading by questions to beanswered Sets up a
perplexity which desmands a solution. This need to resolve aperplexity steadies and guides the reader-thinker and controls the rate and type ofreading

undertaken. As Piaget would say
it, as long as a state of

disequilibrium ex-
ists, the child has a basic need for com-merce with a question until an answer hasbeen found and mastery acquired. This is

a native
propensity of the mind and isfundamental to all learning (18 ).Self-declared purposes are of specialsignificance. They direct and motivate one's

reading and are potent to the degree they
reflect the reader's motives, attitudes, ex-periences, and knowledge. Possession of theability to declare

purposes makes the dif-ferences between an able
readeralert,flexible, and

curiousand an
intellectualbungler.

Freedom to declare
purposes leads to anintellectual

involvement having tremen-
dous

motivating potential (10). Students
who help to, create a

questioning climatestrive also to maintain it until
assimilation

is complete and
accommodation is total,and they do so with an astonishing

degree
of integrity. Once pupils realize that it is
the boldness of their thinking that is beingsought, they realize that reading is aninvigorating process of active search andinquiry.
A student must parallel this knowledge

with the
realizatien that if he accepts ques-
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tions raised by others to guide his reading
and thinking, he should do so only after
careful examination of the premises of the
questions. He must understand that if he
accepts the premises of others he may also
be bound to accept theft. conclusions.

Second is the belief that group reading
instruction is as essential as individualized
reading instruction. It is in the dynamics
of a group situation that the thinking-read-
Mg skills can be honed and polished. In
the initial years of reading instruction, basic
readers can supply the materials needed
for directed reading-thinking group ac-
tivities. If basic-reader controls of vocabu-
lary give way M time to control of con-
cepts, mernoriter processes to cognitive
processes, so-called companion readers to
the library, and skill activities in boxes to
functional reading-inquiring activities
then basic readers can be quite useful.

Individualized reading instruction, with
its focus on self-responsibility, self-knowl-
edge, and sharing, requires at least equal
time with group instruction. Any basic
reader program represents but a poor
abridgment of a library and should not
at any time be thought of as "the reading
program." At most, perhaps, a basic read-
ing series might be thought of as a launch-
ing pad from which to get each pupil into
the individualized reading orbit.

Third is the belief that reading is one
facet of language' and one means of com-
munication and should from the very be-
ginning of reading instruction be taught as
such through a language-experience ap-
proach. Children learn at an early age the
basic structures of their language, so that
their oral language usage stands in sharp
contrast to the language of pre-primers and
primers, whether of the "Run, Dick, Run"
or "Nat is a fat cat" variety (15). This is
why children should see and understand
that reading is no more than talk written
down.

All children want to read and write (3).
The creative use of the language-experience
approach enables children to record, first
by dictation and then by creative writing,
what they think or feel is important and
thus to communicate with others. This ap-
proach provides a ready way to acquire a
sight vocabulary, to learn word attack skills
by making immediate use of the pupil's
own sounds (spoken words), to read ma-
terials written by others (their peers), and
then to enjoy the reading of trade books
and periodicals.

Recent evidence provides much support
for this pint of view. Studies at the Uni-
versity of Delaware (14), University of
Pittsburgh (4), and Oakland County
(Michigan) Public Schools (6) were es-
pecially suggestive, and the creative writ-
ing achievements of young children have
been most astounding (13). A detailed
analysis of creative writing obtained in
both an experimental population and a
control population provides specific evi-
denee of superiority for the language-ex.
perience ( experimental) population (9).

Fourth is the belief that a school library
is more essential to sound reading instruc-
tion than any basic reader series can ever
be. Many centuries ago Archimedes told
us: "Give me a lever long enough and a
fulcrum strong enough and I can move the
world." The wisdom of this advice can be
adapted to this context and provide the
leverage that can make a real difference:
"Give me a school with a library big enough
and support strong enough and education
can realize its full potential." President
Kennedy in his official statement released
April 19, 1983 to launch National Library
Week called good libraries "as essential to
an educated and indormed people as the
school system itself." The equating of a li-
brary with a school system provides a per-
spective with tremendous scope.

In an April 21, 19 63 news release (8)
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sponsored by the National Book Commit-
tee, Inc., in cooperation with the American
Library Association, National Book Week
was referred to as "a coast-to-coast festival
on behalf of the civilized mind." Reading
and libraries of all kinds shared this one
week spotlight and its dual aim of raising
the status of reading and of libraries. School
library resources provide the physical
foundation of teaching and learning; com-
mand of the reading-thinking processes
provides the mental foundation.

Fifth is the belief that word-attack skills
can be taught functionally. With attention
focused on meaning_ clues or context clues.
The dictionary and its authority needs to
be recognized and used as early in a
reader's life as circumstances permit, in first
grade for most children. Phonic and struc=
tura clues can be excellent auxiliary aids.

Surveys of teachers' knowledge of phonic
generalizations show, however, that they
do not know the rules (1), though they
believe phonics should be taught and often
insist they arc teaching it. Why then are
they so ignorant of the rules and general-
izations? If teachers cannot remember the
rules can we expect children to do so? As
Nila B. Smith (12) has pointed out, the
American educational scene has developed
a phonics tyrant. How wonderful it would
be if the same "logicians" could organize
a "reading for meaning" tyrant and put
emphasis where it belongs. Then phonics
could assume its appropriate auxiliary role.

Sixth is the belief that concept attain.
ment and cognitive structures require early
emphasis and soon take precedence over
the mechanical aspects of word recognition.
This is so because reading in all phases
of the curriculum becomes a principal
source of knowledge and cognitive struc-
tures, The semantic and syntactic aspects
of the developmental process of learning-
to-read are essentially one.

The case of concepts requires a tough

ii

minda mind whose main features are re-
fleciive awareness and deliberate control,
tempered by "warm-blooded" affective in-
ference. These features must be formed and
molded as one passes from undifferentiated
vagueness to the development of percep-
tion, intention, cognition, and memory
(2). Throughout the early school years,
children must be helped to grow in aware-
ness and mastery until they are capable
Of conscious and deliberate control and
creative use of concepts.

Intelligence is coming to be viewed as
problem-solving capacity (7). This capacity
is based on a hierarchical organization of
symbolic representations on the one hand
and information processffig strategies on
the other. Action or actions constitute the
key aspect of all cognitive functioning,
Overt and covert actions are the common
denominator of cognitive functioning, and
language is the system par excellence with-
out which thought could never become
socialized and logical (5) ,

The principal outcome of all this is that
teachers must teach reading in a way that
will require children to pose questions and
seek answers, to experiment, to manipulate,
to reconcile what they find at one time or
one place with what they find at another,
and to compare their findings with each
other.

Seventh is the belief that the major pur-
pose of most reading instruction is to im-
prove comprehension. The route to matur-
ity in reading and comprehension is best
characterized by a cognitive form known
as reriresentational thought (5). Such
thought can recall the past, represent the
present, and anticipate the future in one
brief and mobile act; it can reflect on,
mediate, or contemplate a source of action;
it can extend its scope to the past, to the
future, and to the intangible; and it be-
comes socialized as a whole culture shares
in a system of codified symbols. Represen.
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tational thought is a general facility and
basic to both private symbols (dreams, s
bolic play, imitation) and social signs
(words and mathematical and scientific
symbols). The sine qua non of representa-
tional thought in the words of Piaget ap-
pear to be reversibility (every logical or
mathematical operation is reversible), mo-
bile equilibrium (a system of balanced
htterchanges), and conservations (certain
properties remain invariant in the face of
certain transformations), and so on until
a pupil can deal with hypotheses that may
or may not be true, or until he can con-
sider the form of an argument without
regard to its content. Then problem solving
takes on a new level as a child orients
toward organized data, the isolation and
control of variables, the hypothetical, and
logical justification and proof.

Eighth is the belief that the mature
reader is the reader who knows how to
adapt his rate of reading to the purposes
for which he is reading and the nature
and difficulty of the material. The mature
reader does not read everything at the
same ratehe is versatile and adapts.

Ninth is the belief that, as a person reads
and comprehends, new concepts are at-
tained and reality is objectified. These op-
erations pervade the personal-social-affec-
tive acts in which children engage. Their
goals and values become more stabilized
as they read. Repeated interchanges with
peers cause them to come to grips with
the viewpoints and perspectives of others.
As a result children gradually move from
egocentrism to the multiperspective re-
versibility of grouping structure and cul-
tural maturity (5 ).

Of course, we have a responsibility to
select books for children. There are books
to help children understand and adjust
to their physical world and their social
world and to help them meet their emo-
tional, esthetic, and spiritual needs, In short

there are books that will help a child
understand and accept himself and books
that will help him learn to live with others.

Tenth is the belief that the hard-to-
measure outcomes of critical and creative
reading must be measured and must re-
place tests that measure only superficial
evidence of reading performance. This is
urgent, because the measuring rod in a
significant degree determines what will be
brought forth to be measured. Standard-
ized and informal tests must both do more
than focus on symptoms of reading difficul-
ty.

Growth toward reading maturity must
have an early start and must take into ac-
count the convictions about reading in-
struction described. just as Dewey refers to
democracy as the highest form of social
cooperation, so diected reading-thinking
activities provide the best form of pedago-
gical and intellectual cooperation. If chil-
dren are to acquire the noble detachment
of a scholar, they must avoid premature
crystallization of ideas by placing faith in
inquiry and in a sense of order and dLrqc-
tion. Without these qualities, they become
intellectual vagrants, inclined, toward fixed
dogmas and incantations and imposed
tyranny. LIAT+TUAllY 19691
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PATRICIA PARKER

What Comes after Mother (oase
The young child of nursery age decides

what crayon to use next in his coloring
book by solemnly reciting the counting
out rhyme, "Eeny, meeny, miney, mo."
Another child, thousands of miles away,
becomes familiar with numbers by chant-
ing, -One, two, buckle my shoe." These
children from widely separated homes and
backgrounds have an important tradition in
common. They are expressing themselves
in rhymes which are a common heritage
of English-speaking people throughout the
world.

This heritage of rhyme to which most
children are exposed long before they learn
co read is basically of two types. One
Is that accumulation of rhymes which cir-
culates orally from child to child, usually
outside the home and beyond the influence
of- the family circle.' In spite of the fact
that these rhymes are seldom written down,
and that they are quite often not even
approved by adults, they travel with tenac-
ity from one part, of the globe to another.

These are the verses which children re-
cite when playing together, whether it is
skipping rope to "Mother, Mother, I feel
sick; send for the doctor, quick, quick,
quick," or cementing a friendship by link-
ing the little fingers of the right hands
and chanting, "Make friends, make friends,
never, never break friends."

Patricia Parker is an assistant professor of library
science at Augsburg College.

Ilona and Peter Ople, Lore and Language of
Schoolchildren (New York; Oxford University
Press, Inc., 1959), p. 1.
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This is the language of the playground
which Iona and Peter Opie describe so
well in their book, Lore and Language of
Schoolehildren.2 Through their study, the
Opies have brought to our attention not
only the vitality of oral transmission and
tradition which children perpetuate but
also the naturalness with which children
express themselves in rhyme. Certainly this
is a universal and recognizable kind of
poetic background which children have
when they enter school.

The nursery rhymes, or Mother Goose
rhymes as they are more commonly called,
become part of most children's repertoire
of verse by quite a different route. Primar-
ily, children are introduced to the tradi-
tional nursery rhymes by adults, particular-
ly parents. Long before most children can
read they become aware of .these verses.
When the occasion arises, these age-old
rhymes pass almost unconsciously from
parent to child. When the young child
says, "I wish I had," most mothers almost
automatically recite the verse, "If wishes
were horses, beggars would ride." Likewise,
when the parent is putting the child to
bed, it seems most natural to sing the
words of the Mother Goose rhyme, "Reek-
abye baby, in the tree top."

Fortunate, indeed, is the young child
who hears a variety of these verses. Because
of their melodious language, be repeats
them and repeats them and through this
repetition they become a permanent part
of his poetic background. tennis Duff, in
her book Bequest of Wings, states that
21131c1.
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memory in the early years is both receptive
and tenacious.3 Certainly the ease with
which we remember our earliest learned
rhymes reinforces this statement.

Teachers recognize the value of the
wealth of rhymes which most children have
accumulated by the time they begin their
formal education. Particularly teachers are
prepared to use the common bond of
knowledge and evperiences which the ac-
ceptable Mother Goose rhymes provide.
It is possible to use these rhymes freely
and surely since we are confident that
they are a legitimate introduction to En-
glish poetry. As Robert Graves, the noted
English poet, said, "The best of the older
ones are nearer to poetry than the greatest
part of the Oxford Book of English Verse."
With this kind of assurance and with a
natural poetic response from children, there
is a genuine meeting of minds between
teachers and children about what is good
and exciting poetry in the beginning year
of school.

Fortunately we no longer have to rely
on oral transmission to communicate Moth-
er Goose rhymes. Today we are able to
indulge the natural affection for Mother
Goose through a great variety of interpre-
tations. Outstanding artists of the nine.
teenth and twentieth centuries have felt
the need to express their individual talents
by illustrating collections of rhymes. An ex.
amination of such modern volumes as that
illustrated by Raymond Briggs with his
warm, humorous drawings,' the gloriously
bright art of Brian Wildsmith,fi or the subtle

3Annis Duff, Bequest of Wings (New York: The
Viking Press, Inc.. 1054), p, 77.

n4/0a and ieter Opie, Orford Dictionary of Nur-
sery Rhymes (New York; Oxford University Press,
Inc.; 1051), p. 2.
Raymond Briggs, Mother Goose Treasury (New

York; Coward.McCann, Inc.,_1963),
"Brian Wildsmith, Brian Wildsrnith's Mother GOOS1
( New York: Franklin Watts, Inc., 1965 ).
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charm of Philip Reed's woodcuts7 makes
us aware of the diverse themes and varied
interpretations possible with these decep-
tively simple verses.

With such a variety of Mother Goose
collections to choose from and with the
assurance that this is a worthwhile and
entertaining introduction to English poetry,
classroom. teachers proceed to make full
use of verses to motivate reading, to en-
courage listening and participation in games
and singing, and to stimulate aesthetic re-
sponses through visual encounter with some
of the most important artists of our time.

What follows this enthusiastic introduc-
tion to English poetry? How is the child's
natural receptiveness to rhyme encour-
aged? What comes after Mother Goose?

Whether the attraction for "words in
tuneful order" is developed beyond a very
rudimentary stage depends upon many
factors, not least of which is the teacher's
commitment to furthering the response to
verse and a knowledge of how to proceed.

Because the nursery rhymes are short,
rhythmical, and lighthearted, it is rela-
tively easy to move from them to humorous
verse and still maintain the high interest
of children. The limerick is one form of
humorous verse which is a perennial fa-
vorite of children. It not only serves to
increase their knowledge of existing poetry
but also stimulates interest of youngsters in
writing poetry of their own.

Edward Lear remains the great master
of the limerick. Since his first book of
limericks accompanied by the outrageously
funny sketches appeared in 1846, his talents
have been enthusiastically received by each
new generation of school children. In ad-
dition to the limerick, Edward Lear is
responsible for other nonsensical verse
which children continue to discover with

?Philip Reed, Mother Goose and Nursery Rhymes
(New York: Atheneum Publishers, 1983).
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great joy. The voyage of the Jumbles who
"went to sea in a sieve" and the Owl and
the Pussycat who set forth on their ad-
ventures "in a beautiful pea-green boat"
as well as Lear's hilarious alphabet are
all appreciated by children. Along with
the original Lear drawings az The Corn
plete Nonsense Boot ig children and teach-
erf will enjoy the interpretations of these
verses as rendered by Tony PalaxrP and
L. Leslie Brooke.1°

From Lear's nonsense "pure and abso-
lute' it is but a short step to the poetry
of Lewis Carroll and Laura E.._ Richards,
who also knew instinctively how to awaken
children's laughter ,through poetry. e
little crocodile who "welcomes little fishes
in, with gently smiling jaws," and "The
King-Fisher Song" with its delightful re-
frain, "Sing beans, sing bones, sing butter-
flies," are but two examples of Carroll's
originality and brilliance. Eccentric charac-
ters with nonsensical sounding names mark
the poetry of Mrs. Richards; there is con-
stant delight in meeting such personages
as "Little. John Bottlejohn" and "Mrs. Snip-
kin and Mrs. Wobblechin."

Jingles, doggerel and nonsense verse
lead quite naturally to a familiarity with
other poets who use humor with inge..
nuity. One of the most important is A. A.
Milne." Mr. Milne's inventive genius is evi-
dent in his many poems which are either
about children or child-oriented with their
emphasis on amusing situations, "The

Edward Lear, The Complete Nonsense Book,
edited by Lady Strachey (New York: Dodd, Mead

Company, 1942).
Edward Lear, Edward Lear's Nonsense Book,

selected and illustrated by Tony Palazzo (Garden
City. N.Y.: Doubleday & Company, Inc., 1956).
10Edward Lear, The Jumbhas and Other Nonsense
Verses, with drawings by L. Leslie Brooke (New
York: Frederick Warne & Company, 1907).'Wary F. Thwaite, From Primer to Pleasure
(London: Library. Association, 1963), p. 126.
12A. A. Milne, Now We Are Sit and When We
Were Very Young, rev. eds. (New York: E. P.
Dutton & Company, Inc., 1961).
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King's Breakfast" with its endearing pic-
ture of a most unkinglike king, "Squares
which defies make-believe 6nger, and "Sir
Brian Botany" as it relates the come-down
of a bully are all real to children as they
learn to appreciate more gently humorous
verse.

Rose Fylernan is best remembered for
her verses about the fairy world, but she
also wrote other poems which rate high
in child appeal, such as the subtly humor-
ous "I think mice are nice." Dorothy Aldis
uses humor effectively as she interprets
the modern child's world through such
poems as "Radiator Lions," and Eleanor
Farjeon with such a poem as "Catl" adds
a dimension to humorous poetry which is
delightful.

These are but a few of the many poets
who have written with an amusing appeal
to children. For the teacher who feels
the need to broaden her general knowledge
of this type of poetry for young children,
such anthologies as A Little Laughter," A
Pocketful of Rhyrnes,'4 The Moon Is Shin-
ing Bright as Day'5 and Oh, What Non-
sense") are good to consult for their in-
clusion of many different poets.

The primary teacher who has the desire
to stimulate a poetic response from her
students and who acquaints herself with
a wide circle of imaginative poets succeeds
in laying the groundwork for potential life-
time enjoyment of poetry among her stu-
dents. As children enter the intermediate
grades, however; they may undergo sig-
nificant changes in their attitudes to poetry.

That is not to say that meaningful poetry
experiences in the primary grades are not
''Katherine Love (cd.), A Little Laughter (New
York: Thomas Y. Crowell Company, 1957).
watherine Love (ed.), A Pocketful of Rhymes

(New York: Thomas Y, Crowell Company, 1946).' -Ogden Nash (comp.), The Moan Is Shining
Bright as Day (Philadelphia: J. B. Lippincott
Company, 1953).
"William Cole (ed.), Oh, What iv ,erase (New
York: The Viking Press, Inc., 1966 .
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important but that, regardless of the fine
initial introduction and excitement, these
experiences will be of little long-range im-
portance if poetry is not continued in the
intermediate grades. Children quite natu-
rally tend, to use poetry less in play as they
progress in school. Boys and girls are apt to
be divided as to what is considered ac-
ceptable poetry. During the middle grades,
the writing of poetry becomes for some a
chore or even an embarrassment, and lis-
tening to poetry may be considered the most
boring aspect of the school day.

Many teachers in the intermediate grades
also seem to lose that initial excite-
ment and spontaneity about the free use
of poetry which is so prevalent in the
primary grades. We seem to flounder over
what the children will respond to in poetry.
Every teacher has suffered from indecision
at one time or another over a particular
poem as she moves from sure-fire nonsense
verse to lyric poetry. We like Walter de
la Mare's poems and yet we hesitate over
them. "The Magnifying Glass" which can
"make magic talk" is about a subject of
interest to children, and yet the words call
for a greater sensitivity to poetry than some
poems the children have encountered to
this time. Will the boys find "The Best
Games the Fairies Play" too sissy? How will
the class react to Christina Rossetti's "Who
Has Seen the Wind?" What is the best
way to introduce the fine lyric poems of
William Blake? In other words, what poems
will not only be acceptable but joyous
contributions to the child's total education?

Reading textbooks for the middle grades
do not offer much in the way of guidance.
Most of them pay token attention to poetry
through offering a smattering of seasonal
verse, doggerel and poetry which has
special meaning for particular holidays.
Many textbooks vary as to when to present
a particular poem, and the same poem may
appear in the third grade text of one series
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and in an eighth grade English textbook
in another. This is inevitable, since there is
no one correct time to present a particular
poem. However, it does mean that if a
child is exposed to textbooks in different
series he could meet the same poem several
times, which certainly does not lead to a
large acquaintanceship with many poets,
nor does it give the child a sense of personal
growth.

This means that, if the initial excitement
about poetry is to grow and if we as
teachers sincerely believe that poetry is
something more than an academic exer-
cise or an educational frill, we must be
imaginative both in choosing poetic selec-
tions and in presenting them.

It is helpful to keep some guidelines
in mind to aid in- making our choices of
poems which will enhance the learning
experiences of children and also to prepare
them for the more mature presentation
of poetry in junior and senior high school.
Children like poems of today, of the im-
mediate environment, poems dealing with
common experiences; poems about pets,
poems about nature, poems of adventure.
These are the themes to keep in mind as
we choose. As one teacher said to me as
we sat in her classroom overlooking a drab
playground in a less privileged part of the
city, "It is important that these children
learn to appreciate what beauty can be
found around them. The trees, their friends,
even the city, can be made beautiful to the
poorest 'child, through poetry, which
touches on these things."

Children in the elementary, grades
should have a good exposure to. free verse,
both because they like abstract forms and
also to learn that poetry is not synonymous
with meter; that it is the content which
dictates the form of poetry. "Spring and All"
by William Carlos Williams is a new way
to approach an old subject, "The People"
by Elizabeth Madox Roberts provides a
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fresh new look at the world around us and
the little silent Christmas tree" of E. E.
Cummings is a: jewel-like, rendition of a
traditional theme. Certainly this exposure
to a less rigid rhyme scheme while the
child is in the elementary grades would
help prevent the situation when the child
is introduced to this kind of unrhymed
verse for the first time in junior high school,
an all too often painful experience.

Children like poems by other children.
When these poems are carefully chosen,
they help to build confidence. They come
to realize that not all good poetry is written
by adults, and the response may be an
enthusiastic by at writing poetry. Short
poems usually get the best reception, and
the rule should be rather too few than too
many poems one listening.

Beadiness to participate in and to com-
municate the enjoyment of poetry must be
based on knowledge of a wide variety of
poems from the past and the present. Only
with such a background will a teacher feel
at ease in presentation. Fortunately, poetry
anthologies are currently receiving a great
deal of attention from publishers. Never
before have teachers had for their use such
a handsome array of books of poetry, from
the standpoint of both design and content

Some of these anthologies are compiled
with a central theme in mind, such as
Lillian Morrison's Sprints and Distances:
Sports in Poetry and the Poetry in Sport,17
which is unified by a subject of interest to
all youngsters. Other examples of this kind
of arrangement are the books by Helen
Plotz, one of which is unified by the theme
of science and mathematics" and another
by that of music and dance in poetry.'"
Both of the anthologies by Miss Plotz are
usually recommended for junior and senior

17Li Man Morrison (comp.), Sprints and Distances
(New York: Thomas Y. Crowell Company, 1985) .
18Helen Plotz (ed.), Imagination's Other Place

New York: Thomas Y. Crowell Company, 1950.
lonelen Plotz (ed.), Mauna the Sky (New York:
Thomas Y. Crowell Company, 19L7).

high school; however, the elementary teach
er will find them useful because many of
the poems can be used advantageously
with children in the middle and upper
grades. ,

Mary Davis' Girl's Book of Verse" and
Gerald McDonald's A Wall of Knowing:
A Collection of Poems for Boys" cater to
the separatistic tendencies of this age group.
Although these anthologies are intended to
reassure children that a particular poem is
-all right," both contain selections which
will appeal equally to boys and girls.

There are other anthologies offering a
different approach; The Silver Swan =" gives
a rich choice of ballads and poems of the
imagination, while Lean Out of the Win-
dow23 illustrates the astonishing variety
and substance of twentieth century verse.

Such specialized anthologies serve to fo-
cus our attention on many poems which we
might otherwise overlook, poems about a
particular subject or a particular verse form.
The more inclusive, general anthologies also
merit our attention as we search for poems
to present Two of these are the volumes
by Ferris" and Arbuthnot," both of which
present hundreds of poems covering many
subjects and many periods in history. How-
ever, the very fact that these include so
many poems is apt to be overwhelming,
and the choosing of a particular poem be-
comes more difficult.

201s/iar G. Davis (comp.), Girl's Book of Verse,
rev. ed. (Philadelphia: J. B. Lippincott Company.
1952).
2i Gerald D. McDonald (comp.), A Way of Know-
ing (New York: Thomas Y. Crowell Company,1959).
22Horace Gregory and Marya Zaturenska (comps.),
The Silver Swan Poems of Romance and Mystery
(New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc.,1966).
zssara Hannum and Gwendolyn Reed (comps.).
Lean Out of the Window (New York: Atheneum
Publishers, 1905).

.

24Helen Ferris ), Favorite Poems Old and New

1(857)Garden
rd)en City, N.Y. at Company,Doubleday Company, Inc.,

zsmay_Hill Arbuthnot (ed.), Time for Poetry, rev.ed. (Cionview, Scott, Foresman and Company,1901).
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Sensing that the general anthology is
sometimes stifling, publishers are now meet-
ing the situation by issuing collections
which might be called "general selective"
anthologies. A good example of this is
Herbert Read's This Way, Delight which
includes poetry of many different types,
on various subjects, carefully chosen and
tastefully arranged. Such selectivity means
that there are fewer poems included in
the book, but each poem becomes more
aesthetically satisfying when it is not
crowded by other selections on the page.
These general, selective anthologies are less
awkward to handle and usually are more
beautifully designed.

For sheer delight in discovery, The Ox-
ford Book of Poetry for Children,27 with its
topical arrangement and imaginative illus-
trations by Brian Wildsmith, stands as one
of the best. Such events as Halloween take
on new color as we read, The Hag is
astride, this night for to ride, '23 and relish
Wildsmith's rendition of a witch. The
Golden journey "© is not illustrated; however,
the beautiful makeup of each page pro-
vides a new dimension to poetic enjoymerit.
Bogan has carefully blended the old and
the new in this collection, and even old
favorites such as "The Mysterious Cat" by
Vachel Lindsay become more obviously
meaningful as they appear on an unclut-
tered page.

Through familiarity with such books, the
teacher selects poems she is excited about,
but creativity in presentation is still needed
if a similar excitement is to be stimulated
among the children. The aural element in

"Herbert Read (ed.), This Way, Delight (New
York: Pantheon Books, Inc., 1956).
27Edward Blishen (comp.), The Oxford Book of
Poetry for Children (New York: Franklin Watts,
lne., 1963).
2HRohert Herrick, "The Hag," in The Oxford Book
of Poetry for Children.
2Q Louise Bogan and William Jay Smith (comps.),
The Golden Journey (Chicago: Reilly & Lee Books,
1985).
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poetry is of primary importance; poetry
begins with sound. Many teachers doubt
their ability to read poetry well; however,
this can be developed first by really liking
the poem and second by being familiar
enough with it so the presentation sounds
real and spontaneous. Reading aloud to-
gether, to promote a mood, is effective,
and some teachers like to experiment with
more formal verse choirs with certain selec-
tions such as "Isabel" by Ogden Nash.

Poetry sharing is very important. These
are the times when children ask to "hear
again" poems they have particularly en-
joyed and to bring their own favorites to
share with the class. Because poetry is so
personal, the poem book, in which each
child accumulates his favorites, is an ex
cellent means of helping youngsters to
choose poems with discrimination. This is
also an effective way to build a poetry
repertoire.

Carefully executed records of poets
reading from their works are good to use
with children. Recordings, by poets like
Robert Frost" and Langston Hughesal can
do a great deal to give children the feeling
of the cadence and rhythm of poetry. For
most of us, poetry is also visual, and teach-
ers will want to experiment with the over-
head projector in order that poems may
be seen as they are read, It is also helpful
for the teacher to make notes showing the
response to a particular poem. Through
this retrospection, it is possible to gain
new insights and build confidence in choos-
ing and perhaps discarding.

Most importantly, we should seek to
make poetry a natural part of living and
growing. This involves an awareness of the
wide spectrum of poetry and a sensitivity
to the very different things that poetry
is and what poetry can do. [APRIL 1969]

stubbed Frost Beads His Poetry (New York:
Caedrnon Records, TC 1060),
31The Dream Keeper read by Langston Hughes
( New York: Folkways /Scholastic Records,. 7104).



The Three Little Pigs:
From Six Directions

At first glance you might think I intend
to wrap this story up in six neat little
packages and be done with it. To a cer-
tain extent you are right. I do intend to
use some labelsthe labels of ethical, his.
torical, psychological, sociological, formal,
and archetypal criticismbut I will use
these labels only for secondary reasons:
first, to give my comments some kind of
direction that will be clear to us; and
second, to introduce you briefly, but by
no means exhaustively, to the meaning
of each label. For my greater purpose is
to share with you my admiration for this
little story. I think it is a masterpiece,
worthy of adult attention and respect.

But before I attempt to fulfill my greater
purpose, let me Est justify literary criti-
cism, if only briefly. Quite often. I hear
people say, "Why don't you just read a
story, a poem, a play for the sake of en-
joyment?" Sometimes instead of "enjoy-
ment" they, say "appreciation," "pleasure,"
or "fun." However worded, the implication
of the question is the same; "Why don't
you let the story be ?" Right away the con-
versation shifts to questions of definition.
What is "enjoyment?" "Pleasure?" "Fun?"
Or on a deeper level, "ban?'" The dis-
cussion next puts the key words in a living
context. Who "enjoys" his car more? The
teenage boy who merely drives his car
day by day? Or the boy who can rebuild
his carburetor in the dark, who has, I
Robert D. Robinson is an assistant professor of
E li h t Ohl No thorn Universi
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would say, a critical understanding of its
workings? I think that the answer is of
vious. The act of rebuilding any part of a
car is more creative than merely driving
it And in critically approa.ching a work
of art, intending thereby to increase his
understanding of its being, a reader par-
ticipates to some extent in the act of
artistic creation.

What is a critical approach? Especially,
what are these six critical approaches?
Rather than engage this question front to
front, let me take an oblique stance, and
perhaps definitions, at least partial ones,
will emerge.

First, a summary of the story, since it
may have been years since you read it
last. Arecious because her home is too
small for a growing family, a mother pig
urges her three youngsters to go out into
the world and to build homes for them-
selvesgood homes, she says, that will
protect them against the wolf. The young-
sters first resist her urgings with laziness
and irresponsibility until her anxiety breaks
out in anger; then they leave her, each
one building some kind of shelter: the first
pig with straw, the second with sticks,, the
thhd with bricks. As the mother had an=
ticipatecl, the wolf later attacks the dwell-
ings, destroys them, but fails to eat the
two pigs living inside. They run to the
third house, where the wolf is finally balked
in his designs and killed. Working together,
the three pigs build two more brick houses
and live in them, happily ever after.
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I
The first kind of critical approachthe

psychologicalmight involve analysis of the
source of the initial conflict, that between
the two generations, perhaps setting forth
behavior patterns for parents and children.
Parents desire safety for themselves and
their young, they sense danger afar off, they
want children to profit from adult ex-
perience. Children prefer unstructured
activity, play, to organized effort, work.
To them, immediate but inconsequential
threats, like mother's anger, are reaVy great-
er in degree than really formidable ones,
like the wolf, as long as the formidable
ones do not immediately interfere with
their welfare. Concerning all of the con-
flicts in the story, the psychological ap-
proach would have as its purpose an
analysis of the story that would emphasize
the thought patterns of each character and
the processes by which these are modified
by the environment.

II

The sociological critic would probably
deal with environment too, but would em-
phasize its institutional aspects. The dan-
ger to the family really originates in its
leadership, in the mother's failure, for one
reason or another, probably economic, to
build a larger house where the family
might continue to live together, stable
and safe. She is guilty of another kind of
neglect, too. The destruction of the houses
of straw and sticks results from her ig-
norance about the technological resources
of her culture, an ignorance perpetuated
by the mother in her role as symbol of
the educational system. (If 1 seem to be
making a parody of this critical approach,
let me assure you I am not. Why
should seem to be doing so, explain in
a moment) Other sources of social failure
the critic would find in the disposition and
use of property. If socialistic, he would
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have the men not only give the pigs
bricks but build the houses for them; if
laissez faire, he would have the pigs bake
their own bricks.

11f

The third approach, used by the his-
torical critic, might hold that the author
of this story was directing a heavily veiled
attack upon the power structure of the
nation in which it was written; let us say
England in the 12th century. To him the
elements in the story have their parallels
in the events of that time. The three
little pigs are the English barons, the wolf
is power-hungry King John, the houses
of brick are the restrictions of Magna
Charta on the King's voracity_ . Whereas
the psychological critic would say of the
dangers overcome that they show the lit-
tle pigs to have learned from direct ex-
perience (learning by doing), and the
sociological critic that they prove the
maturity of the pigs in their understanding
of technology, the historical critic might
conclude that they are an ironic comment
on the exclusion of the common people
of 12th century England not only from
the new power structure but from the
story itself.

Iv
That the story _ dramatizes a conflict

between good and evil, whether historical
or not, the fourth criticthe one taking an
ethical or moral approach--would assert.
He would probably go on to show how the
little pigs' experience with the wolf proved
the mother's superior knowledge about the
enveloping presence of evil in the world,
about the necessity to build immediate de-
fenses against it, and about the need for
those defenses to be strong. He might
not coraider, however, the problem of good
and evil as seen through the wolfs eyes,
nor take up the question of whether hail-
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ing the wolf in the pot was quite the
moral thing for the pigs to do. If he did,
he might say that in destroying evil, in-
nocence is always corrupted.

V
The formalist, the fifth critic, would

claim to have a better insight into these
moral issues, an insight gained by studying
the story as a harmonious blending of
parts that justifies ignoring the wolf's pangs
of hunger or his death. He would stress
some other details in the story than the
plot, especially the kinds of patterns to be
found in every part of the composition.
He would note the compounding of sim-
ple actions, "ate and ate," "grew and grew,
and the nominatives of address. It is very
likely that this last example would alert
hi to elements that involve not compound-
ing, but tripling, the sets of three: three
pigs, three homes, three big doors, three
little doors, three men. He would dwell
even more on the tripling that goes beyond
these simple elements and resides' in some
Of the larger oral structures: three times
the mother must speak to the pigs before
they leave home; three times the pigs re-
quest building materials from the men they
meet; three times the pigs sing a celebration
to the end of their work; three tunes the
wolf commands each pig to admit him to
each house. Moreover, each oral set is ver-
bally harmonious; that is to say the lan-
guage of the second and third members of
a set are almost exact echoes of the lan-
guage of the first Almost The slight varia-
'Norm, for example in the requests, imdicate
that the author is not working with simple
duplication alone but with a variation that
has a rising structurefrom straw weak),
to sticks (strong), to bricks (strongest ) .

But in spite of this, enough simple du-
plication remains to force upon the author
a desire for a resolution that will bring
parallel elements to a junction. This he

finds in the accumulation of eacles and.
especially, in the song which the pigs sing in
chorus. The effect of this resolution is, of
course, the creation of a set of four's, which,
like the sets of three's, should not only
harmonize with another structure of a like
kind but rise to it for another resolution.
Both actions are present in the single struc-
ture of four's organizing the whole story.
Each unit is identified by a single motif:
one, leaving home; two, building homes,
defending homes, building new homes.

Of course, the structuralist concludes,
to have presented the wolf's side of the
story would have introduced elements
into the story that might not have har-
monized with those already there. As it
now stands, the story is a symmetrical
blending of parts to make a whole. It is
aesthetically satisfying. It is a work of art.

VI
It may be harmonious, our last critic, the

archetypal critic, would say, but not be-
cause the structuralist says so. It is har-
monious because it resonates to patterns
of human experience residual in man's un-
conscious mind since his beginnings thou-
rands of years ago. This story is good be-
cause it has been re-enacted ceaselessly
across the years; simply put, it is a ritual.
Take the three's, for example; they abound
in man's experience; in the triune nature
of the Judeo-Christian God, in the triangle
of geometry, in the three spires of archi-
tecture, even in the three phases of the
movement of the human heart. These
rhythms are basic; they cut across time
and space.

Now, more important, consider these
themes, also primitive in their origins; the
expulsion of the uninitiated from the source
of food, comfort, and safetythe mother,
or the Garden of Eden, if you will; the
journey into danger; the gift of defense
from an unusual being (How else should
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we account for the presence of men in
the story who can communicate ani-
mals?); battle with the powers of dark-
ness, in which the self is put to a test;
initiation into a higher awareness of life;
and, finally, reconciliation of the initiated
to the stern facts of existence and the
consequent enrichment of his life and the
life of his community.

Some, if not all, of these themes are
found in the customs of people who still
live close to their origins. Take olio ex-
ample. Among certain tribes of Africa, it
is the father or some male relative who
initiates, with bodily and mental pain, the
young into the adult world. Isn't the wolf
in our story really a male figure, perhaps
once a disguised father, who is the mother's
ally in leading the youngsters toward ma-
turity? Deliberate, premeditated alliance, I
believe, as suggested by the mother's em-
phatic statement that the wolf will appear.

This pattern is also found in other lit-
erature. In Homer's Odyssey, the hero
leaves safety on the island of Calypso and.
crosses the dangerous, stormy sea. He is
given the gift of her divine presence by
Athena to protect him on his journey home.
With her assistance he defeats the wicked
suitors of his wife and reestablishes
himself as king, thus renewing the flow of
power between the gods, himself, and his
community. Modern examples are J. R. R.
Tolkien's The Lord of the Rings and The
Hobbit, both of which are again stories
of exile, wandering in danger, defensive
gifts, personal tests, and final enrichment
of self and community.

Let me change the direction of my com-
ments just a bit to establish a very in-
teresting connection between Mrs. Bidwell's
experience with this story and the arche-
typal approach, a connection that, I-think,
shows that although this kind of criticism
is a rather new one, it is a very useful one
to know. You will remember that some

of her children were at first reluctant to
join in when most of the class repeated
certain speeches in the story. The point
that the archetypal critic would stress is
the fact that finally they did, because for
him stories based on themes like those I
have mentioned have as their purpose the
establishment of a community, in Mrs.
Bidwell's instance, a unity of all of the
children in the class and, in other instances,
since other children will some day react
in the same way, a unity knitting ,many
generations together. Archetypal themes
secure this effect, I believe, through repe-
tition, just as the themes in marriage cere-
monies or presidential inaugurations do,
or as children in a classroom do. Repe-
tition, of the kind appearing in this story
and in Mrs. Bidwell's class and again on
the steps of a government building or
before the altar of a church or cathedral,
has as its end the effacement of the di-
visions between peoples and the establish-
ment of a communion, sometimes mystical
in its effects, between the living, the dead,
and the yet to be. I think Mrs. Bidwell's
experience is no small proof of that, as her
introductory words about her desire to
retain the community of youth further at-
test.'

I am aware that in explaining the formal
and the archetypal approaches I may seem
to have slighted the other four. I did so,
I think, for two reasons. First, the story
seemed to reveal more of itself to these
two approaches than to the others. Second,
I may be biased; I find these of greater
interest than the others .because, I believe,
they, especially the formalist, deal with
artistic uses of language. And I, after all,
am, or should be, a teacher of language.

'The' author is referring to "Three Little Pigs:
Primary Style," by Corrinne Bidwell, which also
appeared in the March 1968 Elementary English.
It is an example of simple analysis with young
listeners.
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Some of the other approaches, especially

the historical, the psychological, and the

sociological, may tempt the teacher into

occupations for which he has poor ere.

dentials, If he is not careful, he may use

these to damage the story or the critical

technique, as I fear I did with the socio.

logical and historical approaches.

I would not, however, avoid using in

sights to literature offered by the other ap .

proaches when, cautiously used, they bring

reasonable clarity to a work In other

words, I believe a teacher should have all

of these approaches in mind when he pre-

pares a work of literature for class, and

he should not scruple to use them when

the 'nature of the work permits. In a work

of art as good as this one, there will al .

ways be a dimension of meaning that dc.

fies understanding, but which the teacher

as critic can help his students accept;

namely, their own membership in the hu.

man race. Seen against the richness of this

story, that is not a had club to belong to

and its proceedings always give the mem-

bers something to think about.

[MARCH 1968]



Begin Critical Reading in
Elementary School

The development of critical thinking has
long been considered a prime goal at all
levels of the educational process. The de-
velopment of critical reading should be a
concurrent process and need not wait for
secondary schools or college.

In their efforts to foster desirable reading
habits, teachers find it necessary to have a
means of checking on their pupils' reading,
and sometimes to require a specific amount
of reading to be done. .They use a variety
of devices, often very creative and knagina-
live, to get the children to express their
reactions to the books they have read. At
times the method used consists of discus-
sion, either by the class as a whole or be-
tween the teacher and the individual pupil.
At such times more than a mere recounting
of the plot should be required.

estions to Develop Understanding

If the child asked to keep certain ques-
tions in mind while reading a book, he will
be an active rather than a passive reader
and so will truly participate in a learnMg
process. By answering certain leading ques-
tions the child will indicate his comprehen-
sion of the literal meaning of what he has
read as well as his grasp of the author's
underlying meaning or theme. In this way
he will become a more diAcerning reader.

The questions posed must vary according
to the maturity level of the pupils involved,
and according to the of book under-
Lorraine Sterling Cohen is the librarian of the
Main Street Elementary. School, Port Washington,
New York.
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discussion. Some general questions could
be asked M an introductory class discus-
sion, for Mstance:

Should all books be read for fun only?
Should all books be read in the same
way?
Should all books make you think?
Should all books be read for informa-
tion?
Should all books teach the reader
something new?

Begin with Plot Emphasis
In the earlier elementary years, or with

a slower group of children, the teacher
might begin with simple questions relating
to the plot, such as: What happened? And
perhaps a question to help the reader
differentiate between realism and fantasy:
Could such a thing really happen? The
pupil might also be asked to use a word or
phrase to describe the kind of story he had
readfunny, sad, exciting_, adventurous,

may, etc.

Identify Setting
uestions about the setting of a book

might follow in a later assignment:
Where did this story take place, i.e., in

a rural or city background, or in what
part of the world?

How does the author indicate this?
Does he tell the location by naming the
city or country, by describing the locale,
by using foreign names or words?

Could this story take place anywhere
else without many changes?
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If the book is illustrated, do the pic-
tures help tell where the story takes
place?

When did this story take place? Right
now, when your parents were children,
when your grand-parents were children,
a very long time ago?

How does the author tell you? Does he
make direct statements? Can you tell by
descriptions of the clothes people in the
story wear, theme means of transportation,
their household appliances? Had radio,
the movies, or T V been invented yet?

Do the illustrations indicate any of this
information?

Character Development
If the book read is a family story_, some

of the questions about it r eight be:

Would you like to be a member of that
family? Why?

Which member of the family would
you pm ticularly like to have for a friend?

Which character would you like to be?
Did any of the characters change dur-

ing the story? Give an example.

When biographies are read, there is fur-
ther opportunity to discuss character devel-
opment as shown by authors, by asking the
following questions:

Would you like to have the subject of
this biography as a friend? As a member
of your family? Why?

Was he easy or difficult to get along
with?

Did he have any faults? What were
they?

Was this person a great man in your
estimation? What qualities made him
great, other than achievements in his
field?

Thematic Approach
Some teachers find the thematic ap-

proach to required class reading effective.

READING

They may assign certain groups entire
classes to read books on brotherhood, cour-
age, problems faced by children of minority
groups, and so on. The school librarian's
help should be enlisted to find appropriate
books on the assigned theme at varying
interest and ability levels to suit individual
children. Many questions are applicable in
discussing books of this nature. For
example:

Did this book teach you anything new?
If so, what?

Was it new facts, new ways of seeing
people (new attitudes ), something new
about yourself (new insight), that is, a
recognition of a feeling or characteristic
of which you were not previously aware?

Do boys and girls in your school,
neighborhood, or community ever meet
situations like those in the book? Do you
think they would react to them in the
same way as the boys and girls in the
story did?

If this book had a special problem,
state the problem. How was it solved in
the book? Would you have made the
same decision and solved the problem
the same way? What other way could it
have been solved?

Analogies

No matter what type of book read, the
pupil can be .led to make analogies and
asked to compare the book he has read
with another.

Can you think of another story in
which there is a similar problem?

Did this story remind you in any way
of another one?

Was there someone in this story who
reminded you of a person you know in .

real life or have met in books?
Did the way this book was written or

illustrated remind you of another book?
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Critital Reading konipania critical tent need not, however, conflict with the

Thinking development of critical lading, Real cam!

All through the :elementary years teath .

ers are deeply concerned with the urgent

need to develop each child's maximum

reading skill, Teaching children to under

stand the literal meaning of reading con.

prehension must imply more than knowing

the meaning of the words read; the riders

should also understand the ideas that those

words are inteRied to convey, The proper

teaching of reading must involve the teach

ing of thinking, [Am 1967]



Critical Reading
Critical reading is a term that appears

again and again in the
literature on the

teaching of reading,
particularly in the

context of the
comprehension skills. Like so

many of our
expressions, it

apparently
means different things to different people.

Critical reading is
interpreted by some

to mean the ability to detect and to analyze
propaganda

techniques, to
recognize the

distortions
deliberately used in

advertising
and in political

persuasion, In this
interpre-

tation,
teaching critical reading means

helping pupils to detect such devices as
card

stacking or name calling and to be
aware of the "power and tyranny" of words
such as

euphemisms,
emotive words, or

clichés.
One could infer that our whole

system of
government depends on our being trained
to detect the devious methods of the poli-
tical

persuader.
Sometimes the

impression
is given that had the German schools only
trained critical readers, the

holocaust of
Nazism need not have

occurred, since the
German

population would have been not
only literate (as they were) but so skilled
in

propaganda
-detection that they would

not have
succumbed to the

persuasion of
the press.

Nonetheless there is much genu-
ine concern about the ease' with

which
people can

apparently be
misinformed and

misled about
economic, social, and political

issues of the day,
Critical reading is

interpreted by others
Helen L.

Wardeberg is a
professor of

education at
Cornell

University- The aricle is based on an
address given at an

NCTE4RA meeting at the
1965 NCTE

convention in Boston,
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to be
synonymous with critical

thinking.
The late David Russell in his book, Chil-
dren's

Thinking,
identified it as the process

of
examining materials in the light of ob-

jective
evidence,

comparing this with some
norm or

standard, and
concluding or acting

upon the
judgment thus made. Recent re-

search
conducted by

Professor Robert
Ennis at Cornell

University is based on
the

definition: As a root
notion, critical

thinking is taken to mean the correct assess-
ing of

statements." More
specifically, the

critical thinker is
characterized by pro-

ficiency in judging whether
1. a

statement follows from the premises
2.

something is an
assumption3. an

observation
statement is reliable

4. a
hypothesis is

warranted5. a simple
generalization is

warranted
8. a theoryis

warranted7. an
argument derends on an

ambiguity
8, a

statement is
overvague or over-

specific
9. an alleged

authority is reliable.Critical thinking is
considered a desirable

ability and
teachers are urged to teach

pupils some ways of
thinking

critically. One
can learn the

characteristic pattern of the
syllogism and other types of formal logic;
one can learn the pattern for solving prob-
lems and testing

hypotheses.
Evidence is

quite clear that young children can think
in these

terms much as adults do, within
the limits of their

experience and capacity
to use

language.A third way in which critical reading is
interpreted is as literary

criticism. An
analysis or detailed

study ofa literary work
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is made in order to show the characteristics
of its composition, style, and ideas and its
aesthetic, moral, or philosophical values.
Here again some techniques or approaches
that can be taught have been delineated.

These then are three ways in which the
term "critical reading" is treated in the lit-
erature: as propaganda detection, as crit-
ical thinking, and as literary analysis. It is
generally considered to be a desirable abil-
ity. Everyone is for it, much as one is for
any of the virtues. Teachers are exhorted
to teach critical reading from the kinder-
garten through the graduate school. Yet, I
doubt that it is the function of instruction
in critical reading to develop doubters,
cynicists, and disbelievers, those trained to
apply their detection devices to every bit
of printed materialany more than it is to
develop- those who believe everything they
encounter in print, simply because "the
book says so."Nor do I think it is the func-
tion of such instruction to develop logicians
who can pursue the syllogism or the meta-
phor, who can analyze data impersonally,
indefinitely "suspending judgment"any
more than it is to develop those who un-
questioningly follow an author however
illogical and unsystematic his thoughts may
be. In the same way, I doubt that it is the
function of instruction in critical reading
to develop literary critics, sophisticated,
arbitrary mediatorsany more than it is to
foster an untrained, undisciplined, sieve-
like mind that cannot diserhnate quali .

Columnist Ray Cromley in his Washing-
ton Notebook recently commented that we
are developing in the United States a pro-
fessional group of protestors. He describes
a young man .

What he is, is a professional ginner." He's
against anything handy that comes along.
He was against his teachers when he was in
high school. He is against the police when
they object to his hot rodding. He's against

_ anyone who objects to anything he does.
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Men and women like this are a growing
group. They don't study up on the things
they protest. They just go along. They are
the confused. . 1

It is fashionable in some circles these
days to be as someone said, "Students who
learn to criticize before they learn anything
else." Certainly we need our critics but it
is unfortunate if critical reading becomes
equated with a negative, cynical attitude
that has little creative, positive, or innova-
tive to give.

Lack of ability to criticize or insight to
question what the author says is indeed
deplorable. Certainly we need the "agin-
ners," but we need also to keep in mind
the point of critical reading attributed to
Lord David Cecil: "To train our taste is to
increase our capacity for pleasure; it en-
ables us to enter into such a variety of
experience." There is certainly little plea-
sure in much of what is considered criticism
today, either in the process or the
except perhaps the pleasure of showing
how clever one is.

These three interpretations of critical
reading have some common elements, in
spite of their varied emphases. Diction-
aries define the terms such as "critical,"
"criticize," and "criticism" in two ways.
This may account in part for the different
interpretations. For example in one com-
monly used dictionary one finds "I. given
to judging, especially fault-finding; censor-
ious, and 2. involving or exercising careful
judgment or observation." In another,
under synonyms: "Critical may describe a
disposition to find and to stress faults . . . It
may describe fair, judicious evaluation." In
a thesaurus one finds lists of words in the
nature of "judging," "discriminating," or
"commenting" about as often as words like
"censoring" or "fault finding". The Diction=

1Ray Cromley, "Beware the Aginners," We-At
ton Notebook, Newspaper Enteiprise Association.
1965.
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ary o f Education defines critical reading as
that "in which the reader evaluates what he
reads in terms of its authenticity, beauty,
usefulness, or some other value." One char-
acteristic or element then common to these
interpretations of critical reading is think-
ing about and evaluating that which one
reads. Judging, discriminating, questioning
are inherent in the process; this implies
some norms, some criteria, some experience
as a basis for comparison.

Another factor common to all interpreta-
tions of critical reading is that the very
nature of the reading process channels us
_along certain lines and establishes certain
requirements for the reader that might not
be true if he were merely listening or ob-
serving. In the first place one must read
accurately and precisely for exactly what
the author says. This is sometimes called
comprehension, or understanding, or get-
ting the primary meaning from the printed
page. Questions of the "what, who, when,
where" type guide us. It may be necessary
to think very hard in order to understand
what the author says, particularly If one's
experiences are limited in this area, if the
language used is unfamiliar, or if the ideas
themselves are abstract. One of the advan-
tages of reading, however, is that we can
take the time to go back, to pause while
we ponder or reflector check it out. The
printed page stands still for us, in contrast
to other media.

Understanding what is written is only
the beginning, however. One must then
interpret the literal meaning in terms of
the author's probable purpose and in terms
of one's own personal knowledge of similar
situations. The 'why, what about, how
come, what makes, account for, how about"
questions lead us to analyze, make infer-
ences, and put information together. We
are- aware of the author trying, as every
writer does, to influence us. We note the
special uses of languagetmagery, enio-

tional connotations, symbolism, allusion,
irony. We consider the restrictions as well
as the unity of effect that results from the
form the author usespoetry, comedy, even
advertising copy.

The distinction between interpretive and
appreciative reading is not clearcut. How-
ever, the appreciative reader does more
than interpret the literal meaning in rela-
tion to his own experiences. He is able to
extend the concepts and ideas thus gained,
to reflect on them, to reincorporate them
as part of his own personal growth and as
a guide to his own behavior.

Appreciation may be defined as the act
of estimating the qualities of things (in-
cluding_ ideas), and of giving them their due
value. Critical reading is a part of this
appreciation. The critical reader is able to
evaluate the printed material in terms of
varied_ criteria, selecting those appropriate
to the type of composition, to the intent of
the author, and to the reader's own needs
and purposes. This helps him to discrimin-
ate the tawdry, the cheap, the insidious,
the pornographic from the beautiful, the
unique, the forthright, and the authentic.

The reader interacts with the author in
communication of ideas, inforrna.tion, and
enjoyment. As Alice Dalgliesh says, "A book
has no life except in the mind of the reader."
He senses the tone e emotional impact of
the writing; He considers whether the form
the author uses as the means of expressing
his ideas is appropriate and serves his pur-
pose well. The ideas themselves are judged,
sorted, and stored with our other ideas.

The reader probably cannot think crit-
cally about ideas which he cannot grasp;

he may not think critically about those in
which he has little interest, concern, or
involvement. Therefore, not all things one
reads are suitable for critical reading. Much
can be rejected at the interpretive level as
not being worth further consideration or
effort.
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Two common elements in critical read-
ing, whether the material read is a piece
of literature, a political essay, a piece of
advertising, or a philosophical treatise, are
the habit of judging, valuing, categorizing,
discriminating, and the awareness of the
uniqueness of communicatthg through the
printed page rather than through other
media, such as television, conversation, or
observing.

Another common characteristic less
clearly seen. is that critical reading, like any
of the creative acts, is very personal in
nature, allowing for many options, judg-
ments, and decisions. It is not the kind of
thing that can be put in a yes-no multiple-
choice test item. Most of the questions
typically raised by teachers do not get at it;
in fact they often discourage it. Critical
reading requires time; it requires a climate
that allows one to explore, to state opinions
tentatively; it requires supportive guidance
and the opportunity to react honestly and
with integrity.

People of all ages and abilities have some
potential to be critical thinkers; it is evident
to anyone who deals with young children
that they think, rigorously and searchingly.
Their why questions reflect their attempt
to make some sense out of life, to find some
patterns by which the world operates. At
the same time we know that children, as
well as adults, who are treated as if they
cannot think or judge, or who are led to
believe that they should not question, will
learn not to think. This we sometimes call
"educational atrophy."

This leads us to consider conditions in
schools that facilitate or that interfere with
the development of critical reading. Russell
wrote:

Irrationality in thinking occurs when the
challenge to the individual is too severe,
when he does not have the resources to meet
the questioning of an, idea close to the
heart of his own personal] ty or philosophy.
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If we are threatened by a statement or idea,
it is hard to consider it unemotionally and
critically.2

It seems reasonably clear also that the Mdi-
vidual threatened by a situation, fearful of
failing, of being ridiculed or laughed at, or
of not having "right answers," will find it
hard to consider any idea unemotionally
or critically, if at all.

John Holt charges in his book, H
Children Fail:

Even in the kindest and gentlest of schools,
children are afraid, many of them a great
deal of the time, some of them almost all the
time.3

We are not likely to develop cridcal think-
ing, much less critical reading if that is
true. Apparently many children learn in
school that it is most important to get the
right answer." There. is a premium on
"right answers," given fast.

Pupils learn to avoid thinking, because
thinking may get them in trouble. It is
safer just to give a quick and simple answer.
They learn that there really isn't time to
think nor is there any reward for it. There
are just more answers to get, more pages to
complete, more tasks to face. And for many
children none of it makes very much sense.
There simply isn't time or opportunity to
organize, much less to contemplate or re-
fleet on it all. Even at the college level, a
recent Harvard Study Committee reported:

Our impression is that we probably ask our
students to read too much and too fast; we
ask them to listen passively too much of the
time, and to think not nearly enough. We
suggest therefore a greater attempt to elicit
the critical thought, discussion and reflecUve
writing of sudents.

2David Ft Russell, "The Prerequisite: Knowing
How to Read Critically," Elementary English, 40
(October, 1963) 582.
sjohn How Children Fail. New York: Pinman
Publishing Corporation, 1984, p. 39.
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All teachers, from the kindergarten to the
graduate school, can help pupils grow in
their ability to read critically. All teachers
can by the same token use such devices as
fear, ridicule, anxiety, and reward to stifle
thinking. We can structure learning situa-
tions where the opportunity and the en-
couragement to develop critical reading is
evident, if we truly think it is important for
students to think, to react honestly, to
judge, to discriminate. And we can create
quite the opposite condition also.

We can teach the quick techniques of
the propaganda detector, We can give stu-
dents a list of loaded" words, some ex-
amples of card stacking, and so on. We can
teach the form of syllogistic thinking, the
questions of the assessor of statements.
We can teach the techniques of literary
criticism and the standards by which a
literary composition can be judged. And
without doubt this is important, Certainly
we do have a lot of people who unfortun-
ately are "gullible," who sincerely believe
or act as if they believe that anything in
print must be true, who fail to read even

at the literal level, much less the apprecia-
tive or critical level. Yet are they not the
product of our teaching, the embodiment
of what we as teachers really consider
important, in spite of what we say?

It takes much more, I think, to develop
critical readers who really enjoy the faculty
of appreciation; who continue to refine
their taste, insight, discrimination, who
maintain enthusiasm and sharpened per-
ceptionthe artists of appreciation, rather
than the grumblers and the cynics or the
pseudo-sophisticates who really don't know
how to feel, much less express, enjoyment
and appreciation. This takes the It takes
quantities of material, even some things not
necessarily of our own appreciative choos-
ing. It takes freedom from pressure and
panic, from anxiety and fear. Above all it
takes teachers who carewho are them-
selves connoisseurs rather than faulthnders
and "agluners"; teachers who are receptive
to varied interpretations, to questions, to
new perceptions; teachers who themselves
continue in what Lord Cecil calls the long
and unhurried process of self-training."

[MAnal 19e7]
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My Son, the Linguist and Reader
They're going to teach my son how to

read next autumn. It's time and he knows it.
He already reads fallen leaves, puddles,
things the builders left, cat-personalities,
and how-the-distantly-viewed-mountains-
feel-today better than I do. Words? He's
picked up almost more than he can chew:
can couple and triple-double-couple them,
box-car fashion; can sing them out melodi-
ously and harmoniously to the tunes of
speech; has even authored a few himself,
such as -Pooh-jump" for the beginner's soft-
snow ski slope.

I have considerable respect for my son.
He's a field scholar in the sense that he
goes around making mental notes, com-
piling information, using his findings to
make hypotheses, and then trying them
out. That's a respectable approach M any-
body's business; but what really impresses
me is that he doesn't flinch at the rigors of
his trade so long as he considers it useful.I mean, he'll practice something several
dozen timeslike getting the garden gate
open or saying the best part of "Susie's
Galoshes"until the performance fulfills his
expectations. At such moments, the inten-
sity of his gaze reminds me of a balleto-
mane I once knewa man who matched
rigor with art.

My son, linguist and scholar that he is,
hasn't formally turned his attention to that
aspect of reading which the specialists call
decoding. That is, he has made no con-
certed attempt to work out the mysteries
by which print represents speech, or, more

Sam Leaton Sebesta is a professor of education at
the University of Washington, Seattle.

narrowly, by which visual symbol repre-
sents sound symbol. Not that he's incapable
or disinterested. He knows car models and
written names of car models with an ac-
curacy that I, with my mechanical= stanine
of 1, can't l'ope to equal. He distinguishes
the sign, saying MEN from the sign saying
WOMEN, in caps or lower ease, and even
GENTLEMEN from LADIESthe resultsof a ( to him) embarrassing experiencethat took place twice last summer at
Yosemite.

So far, his negligible efforts at reading
have been hit-and-miss and highly func-
tional. "The King's Breakfast," a p_oem that
suits his rather selective taste, took him
almost no time to memorize, and he sang
"A Frog Went A'Courting" after three hear-
ings. I was surprised that he responded the
way he did to these memorized poems
when he saw them in print. He "read" them,
even picking out phrases and words. It
wasn't a transferable type of decoding_. Still,
it was a beginning.

I'd say that he's ready and willing to
start the big task, my son the linguist and
scholar.

-
Readers"

Yet, I worry. And here's the reason. I
have few doubts about my son's predispo
tion to read, but I do doubt the predisposi-
tion of the writers who assembled the ma-
terials he's supposed to read from. Those
materials are called linguistic readers.
Never mind the specific series, since there
are several of the sort. Their rationale and
contents are based on the manuscript pre-
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xi a quarter of a century ago by a fore-t linguist, Leonard Bloomfield, andlished in 1961 after his death (2 ). Theirention is that my son should not beerned with meaning in his early read-that his sole task must be to learn a'stent sound-letter relationship. Thusasst lessons will present can, man, fan,or the like, attempting to establishconnection in an infallible way. In-le to what, I wonder?
appose my son might respond to this)f thing. Surely, he must master the
-spelling relationship. "The King'sfast" can't turn the total trick, He has
e guidance in decoding. Still, it seemsiy pricethis abstinence from mean-Iis turning away from memory andy of words-strung-together.
Lay be good and wise, but I submit
le goodness and wisdom have notproved, or, to my way of thinking,
pported. In the First-Grade Studiesding sponsored by the U. S. Officecation such materials appeared tond sometimes slightly surpass othershe criterion emphasized word-de-but I view with alarms (as they say
paper columns) the slight diserep-
paragraph Reading (7, 8, 9 ). I note,the short-term results so far mea-l"! us nothing about the long-rangearvested from such materials afteriI has attained the age of inter-grades and adolescence.
;uists
aefore the first bell summons my-e these so-called linguistic readersa new tide of non-psychologicalme ask two pertinent questions.ast stick by our camps, let meat the first question ought to go toits, since it's a linguistic one. AndI is for my son's teachers andssors.

Who can defend the premise that de-coding instruction begins with sound-to-letter relationships exclusive of syntax? Thelinguist can't tell us this. He's been demon-strating admirably that language, especiallyour language, comes in whole cloth, itsdistinguishable patterns deriving not es-sentially from single sounds or single wordsbut from utterances and sentence patterns.By whose logic is my son expected to be-gin his reading task with the smallest units,the threads instead of the patterns? Is healso going to study North America by"learning" one square mile at a time?
Actually, today's linguists do not, as agroup, favor any such system. Only thereader-writers, fixating on the table ofphonemes, ignore the vast, fascinatingstructure of language which the linguisthas charted. Knowledgeable men, includingRobert L. Allen, John R. Carroll, and CarlA. Lefevre, have adamantly shown thatthe phoneme-grapheme relationship can beonly a subservient part of the speech-writ-

ing relationship (1, 3, 5). To focus on italone is to invite the undistinguished labelof reductionism, the fallacy of pretendingthat one part equals the whole.
Is it plausible that my son, having labor-iously learned to mouth a sound in responseto a visual symbol, will automatically suf-fuse these noises into a melody of speech?Sirs! My son can roar and screech mostadmirably, but he does not confuse noisewith sound nor blather with language! Itis a beginning step, you say; but my son's

"beginning steps" with language came someyears ago, and, even then, his single-phoneme or single-word utterance repre-sented a whole syntactical context some-where in the chambers of his consciousness(10).

The Educators
This, too, I would like to have answered.Reading is a process by which I, his father,
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find out about something. It is no ballet of
the eyeballs to vocal or subvocal accom-
paniment just for enjoyment of the exercise.
To the extent that I benefit from my read-
ing, I derive satisfaction and profit from
using reading in my search for and ap-
prehension of meaning. Surely this is the
only intrinsic goal of reading.

Yet it appears that not all adults, in-
cluding successful "decoders,- are able to
meet such a goal. Perhaps all of us at times

. engage in a no=benefit system of saying
the words while thinking of something else.
At such times we become what Perry and
Whitlock termed Good Boy Readers, our
motives all too permanently shaped by
distantly remembered teachers and teacher-
surrogates who rewarded us for learning
the "golden rule of Good Boy Reading:
'Never skip words and don't ask questions'
(6:92).

The figures and facts relevant to the
reading problems of American adults ques-
tion, above all, our competence and mo-
tives in comprehension, not our inability
to decode. The studies of upper-grade and
adult reading, including Cray and Rogers'
careful analysis of problems which most
often deter mature reading, point to in-
ability to read for a purpose, to paraphrase
accurately, to distinguish bias from fact,
and to use all that we know in interpreting
print (4). The Gallup polls suggest, fur-
ther, that we are not a nation of eager
readers, at least in amount of material and
time devoted to the art; yet our literacy
rate, in terms of ability to decode, is

higher than it has ever been.
One must surely wonder, then, whether

the isolation treatment given to decoding
can cure the firs that appear in our present
practices in reading. After all, early motives
are lasting motives. If .a child is taught that
reading is decoding, if his reading ma-
terials and instruction specifically exclude
any opportunity to search for meaning,

then it cannot be surprising to discover
that he grows into a Good Boy Reader,
his motives fixed upon pleasing his society
through the extrinsic act of decoding.

Thus the second question: who can de-
fend, in terms of long-range motivation, the
premise that beginning reading instruction
should base its system of rewards and
satisfactions on decoding, exclusive of com-
prehension? By what evidence can we in-
fer that the child who reads today for the
pleasure of "saying the words right" will
become tomorrow's seeker after meaning?

The Child
Yes, they're going to teach my son to

read next autumn. To decode, an
Well, to match sets of sounds to sets of
letters. If he is fortunate, he'll have a
teacher who gives him some honest-to-
goodness stories, paragraphs, sentences
in other words, some syntaxalong with
the minimal contrasts provided by the
"new- linguistic readers. (These contrasts,
by the way, were called word families in
the old days. )

If my son is even more fortunate his
teacher will read widely to my son and
provide equal time for comprehension work,
making it clear that this activity, too, is a
part of learning to read. Perhaps in this
way he can maintain his awareness of
what reading is and what reading is
despite the influence of the reductionists.

I certainly hope so. He's the only boy I've
got. [FEBRUARY 1969]
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Some Neglected Relation Ships in
Re4ding. and -,-,Lthigilagp Lidarning

The process by which children learn
their native language is in many respects
a mystery. One major mystery is the fact
that through an experience in which the
child is presented with a tremendous vari-
ety of language utterances, not sequenced,
ordered, or "programmed" in any particular
way, not even "taught" in the usual sense,
the child iIs nevertheless able somehow to
acquire the complex patterns of his lan-
guage that linguists attempt to describe
in terms of the phonology, the syntax, and
the semantics of that language. The "aver-
age" Or "normal" child who is reared in a
sufficiently rich linguistic environment has
usually mastered all the essential parts of
the system by the time he is aged six or
seven. The fact that he is able to utter
and comprehend thousands of sentences
that he has never heard before is evidence
of this accomplishment.

That such complex learning occurs with
apparent ease tempts us to think that the
process of native language learnmg is in
some sense an "ideal. process,
and that it might be worthy of imitation
when we try to arrange the conditions for
other kinds of learning. Might it not be
possible for a child to learn to read in
somewhat the same "natural" way that he
learns his native language? Could reading

John B. Carroll is n senior research psychologist
with Educational Testing Service, Princeton, New
ersey. This rsticle was presented as a paper at

the 1965 NCTE convention in Boston.

perhaps be "acquired" through conditions
and experiences analogous to those by
which the child acquires his native lan-
guage, rather than by the slow, careful
teaching processes which we have thought
necessary?

Let me hasten to say that I do not intend
this as a serious suggestion. I place it before
you merely because I thMk it may be
provocative to compare learning to read
with natural language learning, in order
that we may see what aspects of the latter
might be applied M the teaching of reading.
As we shall see, I do not believe that
learning to read can be made to occur in
complete imitation of learning the native
language.

Comparison of these two forms of learn-
ing, however, will force us first to examine
the assumption that language learning can
be paralleled in other forms of learning,
and second, to make detailed comparisons
of learning the native language and learn-
mg to read.

Consider first the proposition that lan-
guage learning is a form of learning that
cannot be paralleled in other forms of
learning. Is language learning a process so
imique that it cannot be duplicated?

There is, to be sure, a considerable basis
for an affirmative answer to these questions.
One argument is that the learnMg of the
native language is an innate capacity of
the human species, a capacity, in fact, that
manifests itself only during a certain stage
in the child's development In all cultures,
normal children learn their native language
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at about the same time, and regardless of
the inherent difficulty of the language they
take about the same time to do it. No such
capacity can be postulated in the case of
learning to read, for not all chiliken learn
to read at the same time, and many chil-
dren exhibit an extent of difficulty Ln
learning to read that is not paralleled in
native language learning. There are other
arguments for the uniqueness of native
language learning, but I shall not try to
consider them here.

Suffice it to say that I am generally not
persuaded that language learning is a
unique form of learning, or that it is a
capacity that is exhibited only at a certain
stage of life history, like the imprinting of
ducks. That is, I do not subscribe to the.
point of view that language learning
represents a unique and possibly inherited
capacity of the human species. All that is
inherited, in my view, is the enormously
complex neural apparatus that makes
possible the acquisition of human language
only in the human species. Taking for
granted this neural apparatus, I assume
that the general laws of perception and
learning discoverable in both human and
animal species will eventually be able to
account for the learning of language.

If we grant this, language learning is not
a special and unique form of learning that
cannot be imitated in other forms of learn-
ing. It is perfectly conceivable to me that
native language learning could exemplify
certain processes of learning that could be
imitated in setting up conditions whereby
the child can learn to read and write.
What we need is more information about
what regularities or laws of learning apply
in language learning, and how these laws
can be applied also in the teaching of
readLng.

Let us pofrit out comparisons between
the two processes. First, notice some strik-
ing differences.

OF READINC

( I) As we have already noted, language
is learned, but reading is taught. Of course,
reading is learned too, bilt not in the same
way. The point is that in the case of lan-
guage learning, the child experiences a
tremendous variety of stimuli; somehow
he himself picks out and structures the
items and patterns to be learned, one by
one. There is rarely any conscious effort
on the part of anybody i the child's
environment to "teach" him to speak, as
one would teach him a foreign language.
In fact, in one recent experiment in which
an effort was made consciously to apply
certain teaching procedures to the learning
of language, this teaching actually seemed
to impede the acquisition of language.

In the case of reading, however, the
child is "spoon-fed," as it were. At first,
only the simplest materials are presented;
more complex materials are saved for later.

(2) A corollary of this point is that in
language learning, the child is presented
with the full complexity of the language,
frregularities and all. In fact, on account of
the frequency of irregularities in the lan-
guage, these tend to be learned right along
with the regularities. In some programs
of 'reading auction that are currently
favored, on the other hand, there is a_
careful avoidance of anything like irre
larity until the child has mastered what is
considered to be regular.

(3) In language learning, learning to
understand speech and learning to speak
are parallel and related processes. Even
though the child may learn to understand
a given speech form before he actually
utters it, in. general the child, works at
comprehension and production concur-
rently. In contrast, in many language arts
programs reading and writing are taught
quite separatelyreading being taught to
a certain level of mastery before the start
of training in writing.

(4) Here is a most hnportant difference;
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in language learning, the code is necessarily
functional and meaningful in the life of
the child. In fact, it would appear that
the child is very unlikely to learn anything
that is not meaningful the sense of
having functional relations to his experi-
ences, his desfres, and his acts. Learning
the language of his environment is vitally
necessary to his comfort and satisfaction.
For very many children there is no such
intimate connection between reading and
behavior in general. Reading can be, and
often is, learned as merely an ancillary
coding skillas an interesting but not
necessarily useful way of representing the
sounds of spoken language. Unless mea-
sures are taken to preclude this, the child
may persist long in the illusion that the
printed word has no real function in corn-
nnmication and behavior.

On the other hand there are interesting
similarities between language learning and
learning to read:

(1) The system of writing has a structure
which can be described in a manner some-
what analogous to that of the system of the
spoken language. It is, to be sure, not
absolutely necessary for the child to learn
this structure if all he is ever going to do is
to learn to recognize a certaui finite vocab-
ulary of words. However, to exploit fully
the usefulness of the system the child must
learn certain regularitiesboth regularities
inherent in the system, and regularities
relating the system to the spoken language.
Just as the child learns spoken language in
such a way that he can understand and
utter sentences he has never he_ ard before,
so also he must learn to read written lan-
guage in such a way that he can recognize
words he has never seen before, and for
certain pmposes write words he has never
seen before. This kind of learning is what
reading authorities refer to when they talk
about "word-attack skills."

(2) There can be similar processes of
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"correction" in the learning of the spoken
language and the learning of the written
language. Since both of these systems are
to some degree irregular, the learner will
often make so-called "mistakes') that quite
naturally result from "using his head" to
analogize or apply previously learned
habits to new patterns. The child learning
to speak English will try out such verb
forms as "taked" and "bringed," and the
reading student will try out pronunciations
such as jkowini for come and isowmi for
some. Despite the existence of widespread
regularity, every item which is contained
within the system must be learned as a
distinct item. That is, the learner must
acquire a concept of what is likely to be
regular and what is likely to be irregular,
and within limits he must test the regulari
of every item, that is, find out whether it
is regular or irregular. This means that in
both language learning and in the learning
of reading, and particularly spelling, there
is a sizable body of items to be learned
and verifieditems numbered eventually
in the tens of thousands.

Every one of these differences and
similarities between learning to, speak and
learning to read is instructive. I am going
to deal with one or two of them in detail.
First let me merely suggest some of the
implications of points that I shall not have
time to treat. The fact that in language
learning, learning to understand speech
and learning to speak are parallel pro-
cesses argues for parallel teaching of read-
ing and writing. The fact that in language
learning the code is vitally functional and
meaningful suggests that in teaching read-
ing, ways should be found to elevate read-
ing behavior to a similar status.. The
similarity betWeen the spoken language
and the graphemic code with respect to
the "rules" that are inherent in them sug-
gests that more attention should be given
to such tininess`; in the teaching of read-
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mg. The similarity, at least in English, of
spoken and written codes in respect to
theme having irregularities suggests that
irregularity might be handled in the teach-
hag of reading in ways analogous to the
learning of irregularity in the spoken
language.

The apparent difference between lan-
guage learning and the learning of reading
that I wish to consider in some detail is
the one epitomized by the statement that
language is learned, while reading is
taught. Put in other words, the difference
is that the native language is acquired
without there being any careful sequencing
of stimulus presentation on the part of the
child's parents or peers, whereas it is
practically an article of faith among educa-
tors that the teaching of reading, like most
other subjects, requires a careful, systema-
tic sequencing of the basic elements of
reading skill.

At the very least, the comparison calls
into question the notion of incremental
learning and "small step size" that is so
popular today.

To analyze the paradox that seems to be
presented here, let us start by observing
certain facts that are already fairly well
established.

Even though the child seems to be
bombarded with speech of considerable
variety and complexity, in phonology, syn-
tax, and semantics, there are definite
developmental stage_ s through which the
child progresses in the complexity of the
speech he produces. There is a considerable
period when the child limits himself to
one-word utterances, and even these are
spoken initially with reduced phonological
distinctions. Next there is a stage in which
special kinds of two-word utterances are
spoken. So through many other stages. It
is as if the child filters out for himself the
particular words and grammatical patterns
he is able to handle at aro, given stage;any

the successive stages can be differentiated
in terms of levels of c ,mplexity.

The situation is sinalar to what happens
when an adult is made to learn a long list
of foreign language vocabulary items by a
memory-drum procedure in which each
item comes up for a 4-second exposmc
every so often, time and time again until
it is mastered. What happens is being
confronted with such a variety and pro-
fusion of items, the learner seems i3 pick
out just a small number of items on the
first or second go-around of the total list.
With every repetition, he picks up addi-
tional items, although it is an interesting
fact that items he does not learn in the
first few trials take more and more time
to learn as. the number of trials increases.
But the most interesting finding is that, for
example, if a list of 20 items is presented,
it takes the learner about the same amount
of time to learn the first 4 items he happens
to learn as it would take him to learn those
4 items if presented as a separate list. We
do not yet luaow whether there is any
gain in efficiency in learning the total list
by presenting just a few items at a time;
on the answer to this question depends
the decision as to whether to "program"
the learning task for the learner or to let
him program for himself.

All this leads to a consideration of how
much we should attempt to "program" the
learning of reading. When presented with
a rather diverse set of stimuli, it is natural
for the learner to pick out those which are
easiest for hun to learn, and perhaps it is
beyond the capability of any programmer
to predict exactly what these will be. Even
g we tried to program the acquisition of
reading competence in some rigid way,
there would be enough extraneous influ-
ences to modify the impact of such pro-
gramming. Beginning readers are con-
stantly confronted with printed words on
signs, television displays, etc., that will
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give them opportunity to develop hypoth-
eses as to the sigcance of printed sym-
bols. The child who is frequently read to
while he follows the line of print with his
eyes is, in effect being presented with an
experience which is not unlike the situation
in which he learned his native language.
The similarity consists in the fact that the
child is constantly and successively being
presented with a full variety of language
stimuli, spoken utterances and their refer-
ents in one case, and printed words and
their spoken counterparts in the other. The
language learner picks out those spoken
language elements that he can handle at
any particular stage, .and lilcewise, the
beginning reader > picks out those printed
language stimuli that he can = interpret at
any given stage.

Thus it seems probable that in reading
instruction we can make more use of the
practice of filling the child's environment
with a full variety of printed stimuli, mak-
ing sure, however, that they are also inter-
preted for the child. If we do that, we can
expect that many children, at least, will
select out what they can learn at any given
stage.

Nevertheless, I would be the last to
suggest the abandonment of any effort, to
"program" the task of learning to read.
There is a certain efficiency to be gained,
and in effect one appeals to the attention
of the child on a periodic basis. The proper
strategy, from this analysis, is to present a
rich diet of reading materials at every
stage, but as a parallel tactic also to call
the child's attention to particular items or
patterns, in a systematic way, so as to
facilitate his own developmental progress
through spiraling levels of complexl
Such deliberate isolation of patterns for
the child to inspect and learn, one by one,
is an important element in prograMming.

There ought to be an explanation for
the paradox we have been considering
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here; that on the one hand the child
learns his native language without the
stimuli being "programmed" in any way,
and that on the other hand, efficient teach-
ing seems to entail at least some such
conscious programming on the part of the
teacher or material-writer. Let me propose
a hypothesis to account for this paradox; I
will call it the hypothesis of contiguous
contrast learning. It attempts to explain
how learning of particular items occurs,
one by one, in a situation where there are
a large number of items presented, whether
in a structure or in a more or less random
sequence. Essentially, it asserts that the
learning of an item is facilitated by virtue
of its contrast with, partially similar items
that are contiguous in time of presentation.

In native language learning, such a
principle could be constantly at work. The
language system being learned is itself a
massive set of oppositions or contrasts. For
example, plural nouns are contrasted with
singular nouns by the presence of a plural
morpheme; various tenses of verbs may be
distinguished by tense morphemes; etc.
The child learning the grammar of his
language is likely to be presented with
many such contrasts and these presenta-
tions will frequently be closely contiguous
in time. Within the hearing of the child
someone says, for example, "Here is a
Do you have lots of toys?" Or, "Johnny is
having his lunch now. You will have your
lunch soon," unconsciously contrasting
nearly every element of these sentences.
The child is highly likely to notice these
contrasts and to apply them in the future.
Even if the language stimuli are riot pre-
sented in contrasting pairs, a newly pre-
sented stimulus can contrast with a lan-
guage response that has already been
learned. A child who has learned to say
toy will be rely to learn the contrasting
plural toys when he hears it used in a
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situation that itself sharply contrasts with
the situation in which he learned toy.

It is whell we try to apply this principle
to the teaching of reading that the idea of
sequencing and "programming" becomes
meaningful and effective. Sequencing is
not merely a matter of presenting items
one at a time, but rather of presenting
them in such an order that one item will
properly contrast with partially similar
items. Presenting families of words like
hat, mat, rat, bat makes use of this prin-
ciple, for they are partially similar and yet
exhibit significant contrasts that have to
be learned. There seems to be a particular
vfitue in presenting such contrasting forms
in triplets. Presenting just a pair does not
adequately call attention either to the con-trast or to the common elements, while
presenting four or more instances tem-
porarily overloads the memory. When a
triplet like hat, mat, rat has been presented
and mastered, other examples can be
added.

But I am also arguing that in reading
instruction, periods of carefully controlled
sequences of presentations, should be inter-
spersed with periods in which the full
richness of natural language text should be
presented. I suspect that children can

learn significantly from the latter presenta-
tions, just as they learn the native lan-
guage from natural language utterances
that are not presented in some order con-
trived to teach. Not only do such periods
add to the interest and variety of the in-
struction, but they also have a significant
function in the learning process, namely,
they offer material in which the learner
can test and extend the generalizations he
has acquired during carefully controlled
sequences, and also they provide new
stimuli that will afford contrasts with what
has already been learned.

In this way, a proper balance between
careful sequencing or programming and
the provision of rich natural language text
presentations can, I believe, produce more
rapid progress than the use of either alone.
What I have tried to show is that while we
must recognize the importance of and
accept the responsibility for consciously
planning and sequencing the presentations
we make in teaching, there are certain
features of native language learning that
can be built into our procedures. Many
teachers do this instinctively, of course; if
there are any among them who have been
reluctant to follow their instincts, I hopethey will no longer be hesitant.

jOCT0 1966]
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T Simplistic SWodard Word-
Perceptign Theory. of Rpadin
Which. Is the Unit,
the WOrd or the Sentence?

The simplistic word-perception theory of
reading is so widely accepted that it has
become a standard; it is a 'given" under-
lying almost all professional work in read-
ing: descriptions of the reading process,
research projects, programs and methods
of instruction. Buswell makes a typical as-
sertion of the word-perception theory of
both language and reading: "The unit in
reading material is the same as the unit
in speech, namely the word . (em-
pha.sis added ) .1 In psYcholinguistie terms,
this proposition is so naive as to be in-
admissible today in a. professional cl;sc-us-
sion of language and reading.

A far different theory is closer .to reality.
A language must be understood m its en
tiretyincluding its built-in redundancies
as a system of communication embodying
various kinds of units at several structural
levels; no language can be understood as
a glossary. In primary and basic terms,
reading is a language-related process. In
seeking meaning, the successful reader does
not often read words as units; he reads
words ordered by the language system

Carl A. Lefevre is a professor of English education
at Temple University. The paper was presented
originally at a meeting of the College Reading
Association.

into sentences as units. His sentence per-
ception is greatly facilitated by his aware-
ness of redundant language signals, of
which only a minimum need be sharply

erceived for general co_ mprehension of the
total meaning-bearing unit, The sentence
is the basic meaning- bearing unit in read-
ing, not the word. A reading theory that
does not reflect this fundamental fact will
be skewed out all resemblance to reality;
a simplistic theory of language and read-
ing can have destructive consequences in
the classroom.

Spache provides perhaps the ultimate
statement of the simplistic word-perception
theory of reading: ". , in its simplest
form, reading may be considered a series of
word perceptionS."2 This basic theory is
often enlarged as follows to provide a
model or a description of .reading as a
"unitary" process. (a) Word perception is
the basic operation in reading, aided by
phonetic and structural word analysis and
a vocabulary of sight words. (b ) Per-
ception of each word must be accompanied
by recognition of its meaning, aided by
context clues. (c) Each word - perception-
meaning must be held in abeyance while
a sequence . of word-perception-meanings
in a stream of related words and mean-
ings accumulates. (d) Accumulated word-
perception-meanings fuse together into

And a Psycholinguistio Alternative
1 Cuy T. Boswell, The Process of Reading," The
Reading Teacher, 13 (December, 1959) -108 -114,

2Cenrge che, Reading in the Elementary cltool
(Boston: Allyn & Bacon, Inc., 1904 ), p, 12.
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comprehension of the total meaning ofstreams of words, paragraphs, chapters,entire books. Optional embellishments ofthis stripped model include comprehensionand reaction to words and the& meanings,
assimilation of these meanings into the ex-
perience of the reader, criticism and evalu-ation of material read, and so on. Thereading process may be further obscuredby declarations in support of the ultimategoals of reading, which are the principal

goals of education itself.3
What is wrong with this description ofthe reading process? it has many simplis-tic faults; it ignores, for example, the trialand error procedure associated with re-

gressive eye sweeps in reading. But most
fundamentally, it fails to deal with reading
English as a language related process. Its
simplistic theory of language is simplyfalsefalse above all to the English lan-
guage. The word is not "the unit" of En-glish speech or print; the English lan-guage is not a dictionary, but a communi-
cation system for organizing, words into
sentences, and sentences into larger lan-
guage constructs in which sentences em-
ploy cross-reference signals. This simplistIC
description omits almost everything we

3Following are rt pre entative references
chronological o

Helen M. Robinson, Why Pupils Fail to Read.Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1946.William S. Cray, The Teaching of Reading andWriting; An , International Survey. Chicago:Scott. Foresman and Company, 1956.Guy T. Haswell, op. cit.
William S. Gray, On Their. Own in Reading (rev.ed.). Chicago: Scott Foresman, and Company,1960;

, "The Major Aspects of Reading," inSequential Development of Reading Abilities,compiled and edited by Helen M. Robinson.Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1960pp. 8-24.
(George Spache, op. cit.
Helen M. Robinson, "The Major Aspects of Read-ing," Reading: Seventy-Five Years of Progress,Proceedings of the Annual Conference on Read=ing, Chicago: The University of Chicago Press,1086, pp. 22-36.

know about the nature and structure ofEnglish. It is completely innocent of syntaxand the specifics of systematic redundancy;it is devoid of modern information aboutthe sound system of English, structural
intonation in particular.

No one tries to teach students to readFrench, Russian, or Urdu except inlation to the specific nature and structureof the given language. The problem isfrankly confronted: How do you readFrench, or Russian, or Urdu? But not sowith reading instruction in English. Thefundamental problem How do you readEr g/UVis simply ignored. It is simplis-
tically reduced to "How do you read ?"Period.

Everyone Has a Theory f Language
Everyone who talks has a theory oflanguagea grammarwhether he is con-scious of it or not; his grammar is a set of

internalized rules, attitudes, and beliefsabout his language; it has become uncon-scious and works automatically. If he didnot have such a theory, he would not beable to talk.. This is true even if he "don't
know no grammar." Whether conscious ornot, the language theory held by a teacherhas a profound and pervasive influence onthe children who live with him in his class-

room. Every teacher wields a strong in-fluence over the language development ofchildren, not just teachers of reading, En-glish, and the language arts. Our children
deserve teachers who have a languagetheory superior to that of the man in thestreet.

To the man in the street it is perfectly
obvious that English is made up of words.
What does a person use when he talks?Words, words, words, of course. Besides,this street theory of language, such as itU, has been shaped by standard school in-struction in phonics, spelling, word analysisand perception, and a shnplistic so-called
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grammar. Words in print" are always neat-ly separated by white spaces, and so areletters. Any fool can plainly see that wordsare made up. of letters, and that lan-guage is made up of words. Language andprint are thus merged in a metaphysical

picklement. Unfortunately, this simplisticopinion is not qualitatively different fromthe word-perception theory of reading.The way the child is taught to per-ceive printed English will strongly in-fluence the way he actually perceives it.If he is taught to sound and perceive sin-gle letters, taught to sound and perceivesingle words, he may do just that andnever do anything more. In short, he maybecome a reading cripple,' calling singlewords or calling groups of words with asentence intonation on each word or group.It is a rule of English intonation that aspeaker must utter an isolated single wordwith both the heavy stress and the fade-fallterminal that signal the end of a sentence;( the only exception is using a single wordas a question, with a fade-rise voice ter-minal). Word-calling, or word-group call-ing, means giving a sentence intonation toeach word or group; this practice breaksup and destroys normal English sentenceintonation, rhythm most particularly. If achild begins his reading experience by call-ing words or groups, he is in real dangerof internalizing a completely un-Englishrhythm that will seriously undermine hisability to read silently with sentence senseand comprehension.
Bitter experience has shown that manychildren do not progress far enough beyondspelling andreading wordsbeyond sound-ing them aloud in un-English waystoread sentences, paragraphs, and- longer lan-guage constructs with comprehensions Suchchildren do not develop "sentence sense."To do this, they need to be made awareof the nature and structure of sentences tobegin with, including sentence intonation.

45
It is not enough to depend on their in-tuition to make this leap by themselvesnor to depend on the teacher's intuitionalone to help them make it.

Well, how can you read a sentenceyou can't read a word? That sounds likea sensible question. Let's try to answer it.
Prior Conditions: Reading-Like Experiences

Certain prior conditions must be met.The child must first be ready to read andmotivated to find out how it's done, Hemust know what a book is and what it cando: he must understand that a book talks.He should have enjoyed listening to chil-dren's poems and stories read aloud forhim by an effective oral interpreter.. If hehas held books in his hands, following thegraphic counterparts of sentences with hiseyes while- hearing their oral sound withhis earswonderful! Some work with ex-perience charts, using real sentences fromhis own speech and that of his classmates,is highly recommended; but he should nothave suffered the trauma of seeing andhearing his good natural sentences mis-translated into the fractured English ofbasal readers, whether linguistic" or not.The child should also be familiar withletters through playing with alphabetblocks and other alphabet games and toys;and familiar with words from watchingry and from "reading' the names of break-
fast cereals, detergents, street and traffic
signs, billboards, bus and trolley identifica-tions, and the like.

In other words, the beginning readerought not to be a tabula rasa; he shouldhave had a rich variety of reading-like ex-periences to prepare him for the task ofmaking a book talk to and for him. Heshould be ready for the concept that wordsfit together to .make sense in sentences,and that a sentence ,is easily perceivedbecause it begins with a capital letterand usually ends with a petiod. A remedial
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reader at any age or grade level needs
this same experiential preparation. If he
cannot read sentences aloud, with the
sound of good English intonationrhythm,
rate, pitch, and voice terminalshe prob-
ably does not have either sentence sense
or comprehension. He should be taught to
read the patterns and tunes of English
sentences from the printed page, a pri-
mary and basic requirement of compre-
hension.

Sentence Order, Word Order, Rhythm
In addition to beginning with a capital

letter and ending with a period, a printed
sentence uses many other signals to clue
the reader in on its meaning. Probably
the most important signal is word order,
and the order of main sentence parts.
Normal English sentence order is subject-
predicate, with the words in the following
order.

A bird is singing.
But note the structural features of this
sentence that will occur over and over
again in reading materials:

A Ang.

This sentence begins with the noun mark..
er (determiner or article) A; it is =dal
in beginning reading not to confuse this
structure word with the letter a or A, and
also never to present it alone as a sight
word, but always with a noun. The child
should be taught to say it quickly, with
a light stress, while giving a main stress

to the noun that follows it a bird. This
sentence also uses a. very common verb
group for present action, the is form of
be marking the present participle of a
verb; a formula for this might be is V-ing.

The child- beginning to read does not
need the terminology and apparatus dis-
played in the foregoing paragraph, at least
not at the very first, structural generali-

nations should be approached inductively,
by examples. But attention should be called
to the following structural features: the
order of A bird and is singing; the word

combinations and stress patterns of A bird

(above) and of is singing, (where the,
main stress is on sing-, and is receives a
light stress); and the verb group pattern,

_-ing. Attention should also be called
to the rhythm of the whole sentence, with
two main stresses on bird and sing-, and
two light stresses on A and is, followed by
a falling or dropping of the voice at the
period. Usually the light stress on the -ing
verb inflection will occur naturally, and
can be passed by without comment.

A bird is singing

All this can be done very quickly by
the oral example of the teacher, which the
children can easily imitate. They can then
volunteer other nouns and verbs to fill
the same positions as bird and sing-. Using
experience chart methods already familiar
to the class, the teacher can write the chil-
dren's examples on the board.

A boy
A boy
A girl
A man

. A teacher
And so on

is singing.4
is running.
is dancing.
is talking. a
is reading."u

By similar steps and methods, other noun
markers, such as the, my, one may be in-
troduced; the plural verb marker are; and
then the tense markers was and were,
along with plural noun inflection, -s. For
example,

Two girls are dancing.Na
Two -s are -ing. N4

The children can then give their examples
of this sentence pattern orally, and the
teacher can write there on the board as
before.
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These extremely simple examples are
offered as primary and basic illustrations
of the whole range of English structural
patterns and elements that might be pre-
sented as one strand of a multiple-strand
reading program. The techniquei and
methods suggested can be adapted by
teachers at any level of primary and ele-
mentary reading instruction, and adapted
to remedial reading wherever needed.

The Printed English Sentence as a Unitary
Meaning-Bearing Pattern

As long ago as 1908, Edmund Fluey, a.p-
proaching reading and language from ex-

rimental psychology, developed a fasci-
nating but now long-neglected "unitary"
view of reading sentences, and made astute
observations about inner speech and in-
tonation in silent reading.4 Huey's psycho-
logical explanation neatly complements my
psycholinguistic theory of the printed En-
glish sentence as "a unitary meaning-bearing
pattern.-A On the basis of his own re-
search and that of many others, Huey un
derstood very well that reading does not
consist of perceptions of sequences of let-
ters nor of series of words. Although he
did not have access to modern linguistic
descriptions of English, he had excellent
intuitions as a native speaker and had
studied the work of other psychologists on
language; many of his observations on both
language and reading were quite penetrat-
ing. It is hard to reconcile the excellent
quality of much of his work with the ap-
parent fact of its beLng totally neglected
today.

Worlds removed from today's proponents
of the simplistic word-perception theory of
language and reading, Huey w7ites: "Lan-

4Edmund B. Huey, The Psycholo y and Pedagogy
of Reading ( New York: Macmil an, 1908, 1916;
Cambridge, Mass.: The. M.I.T. Press, 1968).
nCari A. Lefevre, Linguistics and the Teaching of
Reading. New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company,
1984, pp. xi, xix, xx, and passim.
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guage begins with the sentence, and this
is the unit of language everywhere.-11 In
reviewing eye-fixations and visual percep-.
tion in reading, he cites research showing
that "words of sentences are read at a
distance from the fixation point at which
letters are no longer recognizable . Even
very familiar short sentences were some-
times recognized as wholes under con-
ditions which prevented recognition of
their constituent words." Agar he notes
that "when sentences or phrases were ex-
posed, they were either grasped as wholes
or else scarcely any of the words or letters
were read." His studies led Huey to con-
clude that we have a psychological need
to "unitize" our impressions -so that we
are conscious of them in groups or wholes
having a unitary meaning."9

Visual experiences with familiar things
houses or printed sentences, for example
accustom us to seeing them as wholes,
without analyzing them into theft. con-
stituent parts or even perceiving all the
details. We habitually supply anticipated
details to the general shape perceived, or
assimilate minimal clues into an appercep-
tion of the whole.10

This way of perceiving is subject to
human error, but in reading, the intent
search for meaning causes the alert reader
to reread and correct his errors. My theory
of reading as a language related process
in which the printed sentence is regarded
as the basic unitary meaning-bearing pat-
tern is not a simple-minded or common-
sense notion; it would be an easy but
naive error to confuse my proposals with
Farnham's nineteenth-century pamphlet,
'The Sentence Method of Teaching Read-

.

filiuey, op. cit., p.
Ibid., pp. 82-63.

81bid., p. 72.
1)1W.! p. 69.
10/bid., chapter 4.
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ing which recommends an experience

chart presentation of sentences without

structural analysis of any kind,

Psycholinguistic Alternative

What I am pro sin _ lin.

guistic theory that reflects the complex in-

terplay of speech and print, and emphasizes

the major but generally unrecognized role

of intonation and per speech in silent

reading. This theory holds that large, over-

riding intolialion patterns delineate entire

unitary meaning- bearing syntactical pat.

terns in English speech. In eMcient silent

reading, traces of intonation patterns are

picked up swiftly from printed Erglish;

these silent traces are what make a prAage

sound right' or not
t
sound right" a

perceptive silent reader.

Within these large patternssyntactical

and intonational wholesthe reader is at

libe to pick up all the additional sig.

na s _e nee m or er to get the meanifig

from the .printed page; he is equally at

liberty to ignore .. any redundant si s-

ga-mrnatical, syntadical, lexicalthat he

does not n: . But whatever his pi

and whatever the quality of the ffiiting,

the successful reader deals effectively with

the actval language presented to him

print and deals with it in.. terms of his

deepest blowing of It language, the audio.

lingual think rooted in his earliest con.

sciousness. [MARCH 1968]
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as intellectually inadequate, and therefore
of low self worth and low social value.Despite the enormous expenditure of
energy in remedial reading programs, chil-
dren in the ghetto are still not learning toread (National Advisory Council on Edu-cation of the Disadvantaged, 1966 ). Al-though the difficulties of teaching reading
to a portion of the population is a unique
problem for the United States, the problem
itself is riot unique. The parallels are quiteclear between the difficulty we are ex-
periencing in teaching reading to the dis-
advantaged Negro child and those of erner-gent countries which are attempting tomake a multi-cultured population literate
in a single national tongue.

In his recent report on the Washington,
D.C., school system, Passow (1967) indi-cated that the central question that mustbe answered is: "'What are the educational-
ly relevant differences which the District's
pupils bring into the classroom arid whatkinds of varied educational experiencesmust be provided by the schools to ac-
commodate these differences?" One major
edncationally relevant difference for -Wash-
ington, Y.) . C. , as for ghettos across the
nation, is that of language. The Negro
ghetto child is speaking a significantly dif-ferent language from that of his middle
class teachers. l'vlost of his middle class
teachers have wrongly viewed his language
as pathological, disordered, "lazy speech."
This failure to recognize the interference
from the child's different linguistic system,
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and consequent negative teacher attitudes
towards the child and his language, leads
directly to reading difficulties and subse-
quent school failure.

The differences between Negro non-
standard and standard English have been
described in some detail by Stewart (1965,
1967, 1968), Labov (1967), Bailey (1965)
and others (Dillard, 1987, Baratz and Po-

vich, 1967). Some of these differences were
concerned primarily with distributions and
patterning and others focused in greater
detail upon syntactic differences between
the Negro non-standard system and stan-
dard English. It is possible to compile a list
of some of the differences between the two
systems such as the following:

VARIABLE STANDARD ENGLISH
Linking verb
Possessive marker
Plural marker
Subject expression
Verb form
Past marker
Verb agreement

Future form
"If" construction
Negation

Indefinite article
Pronoun form

Preposition

Be
Do

1-1g- ;s going.
John's cousin.
I have five cents.
Jahn lives in'New York.
I drank the milk.
Yesterday he walked home.
He runs home.
She has a bicycle.
I will go home.
I asked if he did it.
I don't have any.
He didn't go.
I want an ap
We have to o it.
His book
He is over at his friend's house.
He teaches at Francis Pool.
Statement: He is here all the time.
Contradiction: No he isn't.

But what of these differences? All the lin-
guists studying Negro non-standard English
agree that these differences are systema-
tized structured rules within the vernacular;
they agree that these differences can inter-
fere with the learning of standard English
but they do not always agree as to the
precise nature of these different rules. This
leads to varied disagreements as to why a
particular feature exists (i.e. phoneme de-
letion versus creolization) but it does not
dispute the fact that the linguistic feature
is present. No one would disagree that
standard English has a grammatical struc-
ture and uniqueness and many- descrip-
tions of that structure have been written.
Yet it is probably true that no two lin-

NEGRO NON-STANDARD

John_ cousin.
I got five cent_.
John he live in New York.
I drunk the milk.
Yesterday he walkhome.
lie rum horse.
She have a bicycle.
t'ma go home.
I aks did he do it.
1 don't got none.
He ain't go.
I want a apple-
Us got to do it.
He hook
He over to his friend house.
He teach_Francis Pool.
Statement: He be here.
Contradiction: No he don't.

guises would agree in all details on how to
write that grammar. This equally explains
the current controversy of the linguists as
to how one writes the grammar of the
vernacular. Controversy as to the exact
nature of the vernacular does not negate
the fact that the vernacular is there.

This language difference, not deficiency,
must be . considered in the educational
process of the. Negro ghetto child. In 1953,
the UNESCO report regarding the role of
language in education stated that: "It is
axiomatic that the best medium for teach-
ing a child is his mother tongue. Psycho-
logically, it is the system of meaningful
signs that in his mind works automatically
for expression and unders.tanding. Socio-
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logically, it is a means of identification
among the members of the community to
which he belongs. Educationally he learns
more quickly through it than through an
unfamiliar medium.-

Since 1953, studies employing the recom-
mendations of the UNESCO report have
clearly illustrated the importance of con-
sidering the vernacular in teaching reading
in the national language ( Modiano, 1965).
It is clear that structural knowledge of
non - standard vernacular and the ways it
can interfere with learning to speak and
read standard English is indispensable to
teaching ghetto Negro children. Goodman
(1965) and Bailey along with Stewart have
all indicated the existence of interference
from the dialect on ability to read. Labov
(1967) has also stressed that the "ignor-
ance of standard English rules on the part
of the speakers of standard English" and
the "ignorance of non-standard English
rules on the part of teachers and text
writers" may well be the cause for the
reading failures that occur in the schools.
In addition, Wiener and Cromer (1967 )
in their article on reading and reading
difficulty discussed the need to determine
the relationship between language differ-
ences and reading problems because a fail-
ure to be explicit . about the relationship
between reading and previously acquired
auditory language often leads to ambigui-
ties as to whether a particular difficulty is a
reading problem, language problem, or
both.

If the disadvantaged Negro child, like the
Indian having to learn Spanish i_ n Mexico,
or the African having to learn French in
Guinea, has to contend with the inter-
ference from his vernacular in learning to
read, how does his task of learning to read
differ from that of the middle class "main --
stream American" child? When the middle
class child starts the process of learning
to read, his is primarily a problem of de-
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coding the graphic representation of a lan-
guage which he already speaks. The dis-
advantaged Negro must not only decode
the written words, he must also translate
them into his own language. This presents
an almost insurmountable obstacle, since
the words often do not go together in any
pattern that is familiar or meaningful to
him. He is baffled by this confrontation with
(1) a new language with its new syntax,
(2) a necessity to learn the meaning of
graphic symbols, and, (S) a vague, or not
so vague, depending upon the cultural and
linguistic sophistication of the teacher,
sense that there is something terribly wrong
with his language.

Although both the middle class child and
the disadvantaged Negro child are first
faced with the task of relating their speech
to a graphic representation that is arbitrary
and without a direct one-to-one correspon-
dence to their speech ( i.e., the -silent e" in
love, the "silent k" in knife, the "k" as
represented in cut and kite, and the "s" as
represented in Sue and cement, etc.), the
cards are stacked against the inner el
Negro child because his particular phoneme
patterning is not considered in the curricu-
lum at this early phase so that when he
reads hep for "help," men' for "mend,"
boil for "ball," the teacher presumes that
he cannot read the word. Hep and help,
men and mend, and boil and ball are homo-
nyrris in the inner city child's vernacular.
Similarly during the initial stages of learn-
ing to read, the disadvantaged child is
confused and presumed ignorant and un-
able to comprehend concepts if when he is
taught the rhyming concept in reading he
responds that han' (hand) rhymes with
man. When told he is wrong he becomes
confused, for he is right: han' and man
do in fact rhyme in his speech. In in-
structing these children it is necessary for
the teacher to separate the concepts to be
learned from the details of standard En-
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glish. Until we do this, Negro children will
continue to be confused and will continue
to have great difficulty in learning to read
standard English.

Despite the obvious mismatching of the
"teachers and text writers" phoneme sys-
tem and that of the inner city child, the
difficulties of the disadvantaged Negro
child cannot be simplified solely to the
pronunciation and phoneme differences
that exist in the two systems. There is an
even more serious problem facing the inner
city child which concerns his unfamiliarity
with the syntax of the classroom tests. Al-
though the middle income child also must
read texts that are at times stilted in terms
of his own usage, there is no question that
the language of the texts is potentially com-
parable to his system. That is to say, al-
though he does not speak in the style, of his
reading text, he has the rules within his
grammar to account for the occurrence of
the textbook sentences. However, the text-
book style is more deviant to the ghetto
child than it is to his middle class standard
speaking agemate because much of the
reading text is not a part of his potential
syntactic system.

Because of the mismatch between the
child's system and that of the standard
English textbook, because of the psycholog-
ical consequences of denying the existence
and legitimacy of the child's linguistic sys-
tern, and because of the success of vernacu-
lar teaching mound the world, it appears
imperative that we teach the inner city
Negro child to read using his language as
the basis for initial readers. In other words,
first teach the child to read, and then teach
him to' read in standard English. Such a
reading program would not only require
accurate vernacular texts for the dialect
speaker but also necessitate the creation of
a series of !`transition readers" that would
move the child, once he had mastered read-

ing in the vernacular, from vernacular texts
to standard English texts. Of course, sue-
eels of such a reading program would be
dependent upon the child's ultimate ability
to read standard.English.

The advantages of such a program are
threefold. First, success in teaching the
ghetto child to read. Second, the powerful
ego-supports of giving credence to the
child's language system and therefore to
himself, and giving him the opportunity to
experience success' in school. And third,
with the use of transitional readers, the
child has the opportunity of being taught
standard English (_which cannot occur by
"linguistic swamping" since his school
mates are all vernacular speakers) so that
he can learn where his language system
and that of standard English are similar
and where they are different. Such an op-
portunity may well lead to generalized
learning and the ability to use standard En-
glish more proficiently in other school work.

The continued failure of programs of
reading to ghetto children that offer more
of the same, i.e. more phonics, more word
drills, etc. have indicated the need for a
new orientation towards teaching inner
city children to read. Any such program
must take into account what is unique
about the ghetto child that is impairing
his ability to learn within the present sys-
tem. This paper has suggested that one of
the essential differences to be, dealt with in
teaching inner city Negro children is that
of language. The overwhelming evidence
of the role that language interference can
play in reading failure indicates that per-
haps one of the most effective ways to deal
with the literacy problems of Negro ghetto
youth is to teach them using vernacular
texts that systematically move from the
syntactic structures of the ghetto communi-
ty to those of the standard English speak-
ing community. [FEBRUARY 1989]
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History of Phonics
The teachers' room slowly becomes satu-

rated with cigarette smoke. The instant
coffee tastes bitter and less enjoyable. In-
variably, the topic of conversation turns
to reading. Miss Smith, possessing thirty
years of teaching experience, expounds her
view that the staff has heard before many
times! "1 can remember when no one
dared to teach phonics; now it has come
back. it just goes to show that if you teach
long enough the old ways return: Miss
Young, a student teacher from Nearby Col-
lege, listens intently hoping to learn from
the more experienced teacher. She knows
what Miss Smith is saying is true; that
phonics, once in disrepute in some educa-
tion ch-cles, is now considered to be an
important aspect of the reading 'program.
However, she also knows that what she
sees in Miss Smith's room is different from
what she learned about phonic instruction
back at Nearby College.

History could help Miss Young in her
confusion; it does show that phonics has a
way of disappearing and returning to read.-
mg programs. However, history also shows
that phonic instruction, although ,included
today, is very different from what it used
to be in the memory of Miss Smith. Al-
though over-simplified, this historical
resume will show the tendency of reading
programs to reject phonics only to return
phonics in some other form at a later date.

The literature concerning phonics is ex-
tensive. Heilman (1981, pp. 213-14
writes "Phonics .is the most written-about

Robert. Emans is a professor of education at The
Ohio State Universit
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topic in the area of teaching reading and,
possibly, the least understood." Detailed
accounts of the literatm-e concerning
phonics and related areas are found in a
number of references (Cordts, 1965; N. B.
Smith, 1965).

Early Approaches

In the earliest days children probably
first learned to read by having someone
read to them over and over again until
they wished to try to read for themselves.
When the adult told the child the words
he could not recognize. Of course, such an
approach gave the child no method by
which he could figure out words for him-
self.

The first attempt to teach independence
in reading was probably an alphabet-
spelling approach which may go back to
the time of the Greeks and Romans, or be-
fore. The well known New England Primer
of 1690 in this country used it In this ap-
proach children first were taught the names
of the letters of the alphabet. Then, as each
new word was presented, they were taught
to spell it. Of course, the sounds of the
letter names bore little resemblance to the
sounds the letter names represented in the
word content. Nevertheless, people, es-
pecially some advocating computerized in-
struction, are supporting this century -old
approach today.

As far back as 1534, Ickelsamer advo-
cated the teaching of sounds rather than
letters. In 1570 John Hart illustrated Ickel-
samer's criticism by pointing out that the
spelling of t-h-r resulted the child saying
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te- ache -er or teacher. The versatile genius
Benjamin Franklin revised Ickelsarner's and
Hart's concepts in teaching letter sounds
and in 1768 published a device for teach-
ing the sounds of the letters of the alphabet
in Scheme for a New Alphabet and Re-
formed Mode of Spelling. However, it was
not until the time of the American Revolu-
tion that a letter-sound approach was put
into practice and then not for the reasons
previously proposed.

Near the end of the eighteenth century
Noah Webster developed a scheme of
phonies, not as a means for teaching read-ing, but to establish a standardised Amer-
ican speech which would reflect the new
nation's concern for communication in a
democracy. In the preface of the American
Spelling Book (Webster, 1798, p. 1), pop-
ularly known as "The Blue-Back Speller,"
Webster stated his purpose for his phonic
procedures.

To disfuse a uniformity and purity of lan-guage in Americato destroy the provincial
prejudices that originate in frilling differ-ences of dialect, and produce reciprocalridiculeto promote the interest of litera-ture and harmony of the United Statesisthe most ardent wish of the Author; and itis his highest ambition to deserve the ap-probation and encouragement of his coon-

en.

Thus the - original reason for the wideadoption of a phonic method of teachingreading was not to teach reading per sebut rather to develop a uniform American
dialect,

Reaction against Phonics
The predominance of phonic instructionM America went nearly unchallenged forforty years until the 1840's when Americanssuch as Horace Mann visited the schoolsin Prussia and Switzerland and liked whatthey saw. There, through the influence of

Pestalozzi, who advocated teaching read-ing by presenting an object or a picture
together with a word, educators began
seriously to question the merits of the
phonic methods they were using. In 1658
Cemenius had already authored his book,
Orbis Sensualiurn Fictur (The World of
Sense Objects Pictured), in which he had
advocated teaching the meanings of words
rather than their sounds. Samuel Worcester,the American author of Primer of the En-
glish Language, in 1828 reiterated Ce-
rnanius' words when he wrote,

It is not, perhaps, important that a child
should know the letters before he begins toread. He may first learn to read words byseeing them, hearing them pronounced, andhaving their meanings illustrated, and after-wards, be may learn to analyze them orname the letters of which they are com-posed (N. B. Smith, 1965, p. 86).

A pioneering study by Cattel in 1885supported the new ideas for teaching wholewords. He showed that in a given imit oftime only a few unrelated letter soundscould be recognized, but in the sameamount of time it was possible to recognizewords containing up to four times as manyletters. Of this period Smith states,
was the only period in American historyin which the so-called word method wasever advacated by editors and authors asa general method of teaching reading"(Smith, 1963, p. 191).

Reaction against Word Method
The word method was in vogue for ap-proximately forty-five years until about

1890, when phonics was brought back with
a renewed emphasis, as it one agafil wasthought to have merit. However, the phon-ics ftistruction introduced at this time was
very different from the phonic instructionabandoned a half century before. Whilethe earlier phonic method had drilled the
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child on sounds of individual letters, the
phonic method of this era shifted to an
emphasis on groups of letters, often called
word families, Reading was again reduced
to a number of mechanical drills, each of
which focused attention on a unit smaller
than a word, such as ill, am, ick, ate, old,
ack. Children were drilled on more than a
hundred phonetic elements before whole
words or real sentences were introduced.
The context, when introduced, was sub-
servient to the phonic elements, e.g. Kate
ate a date.

Reaction against Phonics;
Word Method Reintroduced

The extreme emphasis on phonics at the
turn of the century brought about, once
more, a reaction against phonics during the
1920's. Unfortunately, there was no climate
for reformonly expulsion. The new stress
on reading silently and the increased
volume of scientific research gave impetus
to the reaction. As reported by Cray (1941,
p. 918), Hamilton and Judd concluded that
the general characteristics of a word were
the most used clues, but when a word was
strange or different, distinction \Within the
word became necessary.

In 1911 in England, Gill (1911-1912) re-
ported a study testing a sentence method
against a phonics method for reading speed.
He found the sentence method superior.
Other studies cast doubt on the value of
intensive phonic instruction (Gates, 1927;
Sexton, Herron, 1928). Garrison and Heard
(1931) found that while imtruction in
phonics was helpful in the recognition and
pronunciation of words, pupils who had not
had phonic training were superior in corn=
prehension and in smoothness of reading.
Smith summarizes this era when she states,
'With the new emphasis on meanings and
severe criticism of the method of teaching
phonics, the whole area of phonics teaching
fell into disrepute.. .. Phonics was practical-

ly abandoned throughout the country
(N. B. Smith, 1963, p. 193).

Phonics Reintroduced
Gradually, with dissatisfaction with the

word method, more sophisticated research
studies, and the advent of new approaches,
phonics made a- comeback once again in
the 1930's. A strict adherence to the word
method was found to be unrealistic in that
it was found to be difficult to learn all
words by sight. Total application of the
word method did not diminish the trouble
children experienced learning to read.
Phonics was re-examined because it was
thought that the difficulty children in
former years had had in learning to read
might not have been the fault of phonics
after all (Smith, 1963, p. 193).

A number of studies supported the teach-
ing of phonics. Winch (1925) in England
tested the alphabet, the word approach,
and two phonic approaches. His conclu-
sions favored phonics. Tiffin and McKinnis
(1940) correlated phonic ability with
silent reading ability and found a consider-
able association between the two skills. In
a study widely quoted by both opponents
and supporters of phonics, Agnew (1939 )
found that phonics increased independence
in word recognition, encouraged correct
pronunciation, and improved oral reading,
but did not affect comprehension; as a
whole the study seemed to favor phonic
instruction. On the college level, Rogers
(1938) showed that poor phonic ability
was associated with inaccurate compre-
hension and generally with decreased pro-
ficiency M reading. Gates and Russell
(1938) compared the general reading
ability of children given no phonics, mod-
erate phonics, and much phonics. They
concluded that moderate amounts of phon-
ics were best. Using somewhat more long-
itudinal procedures, Sexton and Herron
(1923) concluded that phonics instruction
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was of very little help during the firstpart of reading instruction but was of greatvalue in the second grade.
The new procedures of teaching phonics,developed during the late thirties andforties, differed from the procedures usedpreviously; the alphabet spelling method,the teaching of letter sounds, or the teach-ing of word _families. Formerly, drill wasgiven on parts of words before the childencountered them in whole words. Thisdrill on isolated exercises, or a symtheticapproach, gave way to a new approachoften called the analytic approach. Theseterms differentiated the approachesonebeing the building up of words from theirparts, the other the taking apart of a wordin order to recognize it.

In the newer approach, the word was ob-served as a whole, then the parts were seenas components of the whole. This practicesupported the previous research by Hamil-ton and Judd indicating that people tend torecognize the larger visual shapes of aword first and examine the details onlywhen the larger configuration cannot bereadily identified (Rogers, 1938). The pro-cess started with real words which chil-ch-en already spokewords which inter-ested them. Words which gave difficulty indaily reading were compared with wordschildren already knew. Most teachers stilluse this approach, which removed phoniesfrom the criticisms that children memorizedphonic elements in exercises isolated fromreading itself (Smith, 1963, p. 199). Hil-dreth (1958, p.. 341) summarizes the ad-vantages of the analytical approach.1. Young children are interested primarilyin the meanings words have for them .2. Whole-word sounding encourages chil-dren's self-discovery of letter-sound re.lationships and arouses children's in-terest in words .3. The analytic method avoids blendinproblems, the chief stumbling block withother methods ...

4. The whole-ward method provides a max-imum amount of practice in "readingthrough" words, the phonics skill mostneeded when the pupil deals with newwords in context independently.5. Whole-word sounding contributes di-rectly to learning words so that they be-come familiar sight words.

A number of studies supported thisnewer approach. House (1941) conducteda study in the middle grades and concludedthat word analysis skills were best learnedwhen the functional use of what was taughtcguld be demonstrated by the instructionitself. Tate, Herber, and Zeman (1940)found that phonics taught in connectionwith children's needs in attacking wordswas superior both to isolated phonics andto no phonics. Studies by Gunderson(1939) and Tiffin and McKinnis (1940)came to similarconclusions.Little interest in phonics and few studiesgrew out of the 1940's, possibly becausethe public was concerned with other mat-ters. However, in the 1950's, perhaps partlyin consequence of Rudolf Flesch's book,Why Johnny Can't Read (1955), people be-gan to think again about the place andobjectives of phonics in a total reading pro-gram (Russell, 1961, p. 303). A flurry ofresearch studies was reported. Studies byiggs (1952), Mulder (1955), and Luser(1958) all supported the belief that phoniesand phonic instruction are beneficial tothe reader. A number of other studies didnot produce such definite positive results.At the University of Stockholm, Naeslund(1955) studied eighteen pairs of twins. Hefound no difference between the methodsused with twins of normal and superior in-telligence, but concluded that phonics wasespecially effective for teaching the less-gifted child. Comparing the effects of les-sons using visual, phonic, and ldnesthetic-procedures, Mills (1956) concluded that noone method is best for all Similarly, Witty
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and Sizemore ( 1955) found that the nature
and amount of phonics instruction was still
very much in question and that, for most
children, the basal reading programs pro-
vided adequate instruction in phonics, al-
though some children needed supplemen-
tary practice. Durrell, Nicholson, Olson,
Ravel, and Linehan (1958) concluded that
a lack of knowledge of letter names and
sounds produces reading failure. However,
Helen M. Robinson (1959) commented that
their conclusions could have been distorted
by their research methods.

More recently, Porter in 1960 reported
that his studies, using a procedure of omit-
ting words in context, showed .that chit=
dren need phonic clues 77 percent of the
time in order to get the correct word
(Spache, 1963, p. 232). Love (1961)
concluded that isolation of phonics with
a special workbook and drill produced
no greater gains than emphasis on whole
words with incidental phonics. Similarly,
Ibe ling (1961) found adding phonic work-
books to the basal reading programs of
grades 2, 4, and 6 did not increase reading
vocabulary or comprehension significantly.
Sabaroff (1963) concluded that phonics
taught systematically may be superior for
low achievers, wile functional phonics is
superior for average and high achievers.

Phonic Instruction Today
What about phonic instruction today?

Kolson and Ka luger (1963, 13. 10) point
out, "Parents find it hard to believe that
phonics is being taught because their son
or'daughter is not subjected to the hiss and
grunt of isolated phonic instruction to
which the parents were accustomed." Var-
ious surveys show that phonics is taught
in most schools today. However, Spache
(1963, p. 229) notes that only about fifteen
percent of the teachers use phonic drill
isolated from actual reading. Russell
( 961 ) surveyed 220 teachers in 33 states
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attending summer school and found that
most teachers teach phonics and believe in
it but favor its emphasis in second or third
grade, not first grade. Austin and Morrison
(1963, p. 28) surveyed the opinions of
twenty-eight reading authorities who gen-
erally agreed that phonics is one of., the
essential skills that help children identify
printed words. They also stated, "Each of
the basal reading series currently in use
in the schools included in this study in-
troduces phonic elements and teaches cer-
tain phonic principles and their applica-
tion" (1963, p. 30). On the other hand,
Harris (1961, p. 325) points out, "None
of them (modern phonic programs) relies
mainly on phonic sounding and blending,
as the older phonic systems did. Instead
they attempt to provide comprehensive,
varied word attack skills which include
attention to meaning, configuration clues,
structural analysis, and phonics." Tinker
and McCullough (1962, p. 325) concluded,
"All contemporary authors who have a
background of research as well as a broad
experience in the field advise a combined
approach for instruction in word recogni-
tion." However, there is still much con-
troversy. Austin and Morrison (1963, p. 28)
summarize the state of phonies today when
they say,

The question, then, as to the importance
of phonics or to its utilization in the class-
room cannot be considered controversial.
Reading authorities agree on its importance,
and school officials attest its universal ado
tion. Any bona fide controversy must
elsewhere, and in this instance it is to be
found in the approaches used to teach
phonics and in the program of instruction
which accompanies each approach.

The current studies show that teachers
are ill prepared to teach phonics. Austin
and Morrison (1963, p. 34) note, "Many
teachers, whether using a basal reading or

sounding approach, are not well versed
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in an understanding of phonic principles
themselves. Consequently, instruction may
be expected to be inferior." Aaron ( 1960)
sought to determine 'how much teachers
and prospective teachers knew about phon-
ics. He gave a sixty item test to 293 stu-
dents. Only 2 percent got more than fifty
right, and only 27 percent more than fotcy.
Experienced teachers scored better than in-
experienced teachers, but surprisingly,
lower grade teachers knew no more than
upper grade teachers. Aaron concluded
that courses in teacher education should
give more attention, not only to techniques
of teaching phonics, but to the principles
underlying phonic generalizations.

Summary

This summary of the literature has shown
that historically there has been much con-
troversy centered around the teaching of
phonics. As a result there has been a ten-
dency to discard phonics instruction at
times, only to reintroduce it again later.
However, each time that phonics has been
returned to the classroom, it usually has
been revised into something quite different
from what it was when it was discarded.
Although phonic instruction is being given
today, it is very different from what it was
in the past. [MAY 1968]
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Ambiguous .Phonetics
For too many years textbooks and arti-

cles, even in Elementary English, have
cheerfully and misleadingly confounded
phonics and phonetics. Perhaps a chief
reason is that the pair exhibits the con-
trast of formal likeness but semantic un-
likeness. Psychologists have discovered
that when two lexical forms are similar in
sound or appearance but are opposite ii
meaning, they run a strong chance of
producing the result classifiable in what
The New Yorker calls the department of
complete confusion.

An example is the pair, flout and flaunt,
which have provided some historic faux
pas. One of the more celebrated instances
occurred in 1936 when, as a criticism of
President Roosevelt, the Republican pa
national platform was released to the press
with this sentence included: The integri
and authority of the Sup_ reme Court has
been flatuited." The next day, after news-
paper columnists had had their laugh
at G.O.P. expense; the party committee
solemnly announced that the sentence
should indicate that the President had been
"flouting" the court.

Now flout and unt sound very much
alike; Further, their meanings are almost
the obverse of each other. Flaunt means
to display with ostentatious enthusiasm;

t means to defy openly. One accepts;
the other rejects. The human mind finds
it very easy to reverse the meanings at-

Harold B. Allen is a professor of English and lin-
istics at the University of Minnesota.
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tached to such a pair. It may be true that
not everyone using flaunt instead of flout
actually knows both words, but apparently
enough persons who do know both and
confuse them have used flaunt in this way
so that the uninformed innocently adopt
this sense.

Much the same situation seems to have
developed with respect to phonics and
phonetics. 'Their similarity in sound and
appearance is obvious. Their antithesis in
meaning seems to be unconsciously felt by
many people who know both terms and
either confuse them or use them inter-
changeably. One goes from sound to sym-
bol; the other from symbol to sound.

In the Middle Ages some grammarians
became concerned with the relationship
between speech and writing. Involved as
they were with writing as the mark of the
educated man, they easily assumed that
sounds were based upon the written sym-
bols. In medieval grammar we find, then,
the notion that a letter has "powers." Each
sound that a letter stands for, they said, is a
power (Latin potestas). This medieval no-
Lion survived in the teaching of grammar
in England and had an interesting practical
application in the first pronouncing diclio-
naries. As early as 1782 Thomas Sheridan, in
publishing its plan for such a dictionary,
said that he would represent the powers of
a vowel by numerals printed above a letter.

1 2
Thus a might represent Ail, a might repre-

4
sent im , a, Icy!, alzi, and so on. He then
followed this scheme in his 'dictionary in
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1780, although the long interval between
his announcement and the publication en-
abled a competitor, William Kenrick, to get
the jump on him by using the same device
in his own dictionary in 1773. Walker and
Webster were other dictionary editors who
later drew upon this medieval concept of
powers of a letter as the basis for this de-
vice for indicating pronunciation.

When, in the nineteenth century, teach-
ers concerned with reading sought an ap-
proach in terms of how words were. pro,
flounced, it perhaps was not inevitable but
certainly natural that they would utilize
this fairly common notion of letter powers
or values. Whenever you now find a book
in which the author discusses the "values"
of an alphabetic letter, you know that he
has accepted this medieval notion of the
priority of the written symbol. Whenever
you find someone labeling alphabetic letters
as "vowels" or "consonants," this notion is
just around the corner; and if the writer
tells you that the English vowels are a, e,
0, and u, then you are face to face with it.1

During the past one hundred years sev-
eral slightly different such approaches have
been developedall known generally as
phonics. The term might be defined as any
one of various methods of teaching reading
by having the child go from the written
word to its spoken counterpart, often
through a careful -sounding out" of the
word letter by letter. Phonics asks the
question, "What sounds do these letters
represent?"

EADINO

Phonetics, on the contrary, is trot a tea Ai-
ing method of any kind. Phonetics is the
scientific study of the sounds made by the
human speech organs. This study can be
made either with regard to the production
of speech sounds (articulatory phonetics),
the properties of the resulting sound waves
( acoustic phonetics), or their reception by
a hearer (auditory phonetics). The phone-
tician is not at all concerned with writing
or printing except insofar as for the sake of
communication he finds it useful to have
some way to represent visually the sounds
he studies. Any system of such visual rep-
resentation is known as .a phonetic alpha-
bet. To the extent that such representation
is employed, phonetics begins with the
sound and goes to its written equivalent.
In a phonetic approach to reading, the
question asked is, "What letters represent
this soundr

It might be casually thought that
immaterial whether one approaches the
sound-symbol relationship from one end or
the other. That would be a dangerous
theory to try out on a muleor a carving
knife. It is likewise dangerous with the
teaching of reading. As Professor Chall's
significant new book recognizes, beginning
reading texts do a better job when they
begin with speech, when they are based
upon the answer to the question, "What
alphabetic letters represent this . sound?"
and when they then sequence their ma-
terial accordinglv.2 [MAY 1908]

1-That many elementary teachers have succumbed
to this face-to-face encounter is indicated by cer-
tain findings in the 1965 Minnesota dissertation
of Mrs. Karen Hess. In surveying the language at-
titudes and beliefs

=
held by .647 Minnesota ele-

mentary school teachers, Mrs. tress found that
three-fourths of them accepted

tress
thiA statement that

English has only five vowels and that three-fourths,
furthermore, rejected the statement that writing is
always incomplete and inconsistent in relation to
the spoken language that it symbolizes.

'For a fuller exposition of the relationship between
phonics and phonetics see Charles C. Fries, Lin-
guistics and Reading (New York; Holt, Rinehart
and Winston, Inc., 1963), chapter 5; Anna D.
Cordts, Phonics for the Teacher (Holt, 1965) also
discusses the relationship ( p. 69) but is not always
consistent in distinguishing vowels and consonants
from the orthographic symbols. Jeanne S. Chairs
hook is Learning to Read: The Great Debate (New
York; MeGiaw-Hill Book Company, 1967).
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An Annotated Bibliography o
Critical iaiding Articles

The marked increase in the publication
of articles and research reports pertaining
to critical reading during the last decade
is an indication of the growing interest in
and research activity related to this aspect
of reading behavior. In the five-year period
since 1960, the literature on critical reading
has multiplied seven-fold over that pub-
lished during the decade of the forties.
Analysis of over one, hundred articles that
were reviewed for the present bibliography
revealed that only 10 percent were pub-
lished during the 1940's, 35 percent ap-
peared during the 1950's, but 55. percent,
or more than one-half of all the articles,
have been published since 1960. The
articles differ widely LI purpose emphasis,
and quality; however, most = of then., can
be classified as one of the following types:
(a) a theoretical statement, (b) a report of
a research study, or (c) a description of
teaching methods or materials.

Theoretical Articles
The theoretical articles usually present

a rationale for teaching critical reading,
which is followed by an exposition on the
nature of critical reading and its relation-
ship to one or all of the following: (a) the
reading process, (b) critical thinking, or

Martha L. King is a professor of education at The
Ohio State University; Bernice Ellin_ ger Cullinan, an
associate professor at New York University, This
bibliograph was compiled as part of USOE Project
No. 2612, Critical Reading Ability of Elementary
School Children;"--directed by Willavene . Wolf,
Charlotte Huck,- and Martha' King. Bernice Cullinan
was assistant` study "director..-.

(c) creative behavior. The authors have
related critical reading to the total reading
process in a variety, of ways. For example,
most writers view it as a part of the com-
prehension skills. Smith places critical read-
ing. in a hierarchy ranking above literal
reading and = includes in it literal compre-
hension and interpretive reading. Russell
defines critical reading as a cluster of skills
subsumed under creative reading whereas
Torrance suggests that critical readino is
antithetical to creative reading. The lack
of a well constructed theory and agreement
on =a precise definition of the skills involved
in `critical reading has been a deterrent
to definitive progress. The need for further
explication of the skills involved in critical
reading persists.

Research Reports

The second major cluster of articles are
research reports which can be classified as
those (a )_ identifying appropriate age levels
for instruction in critical reading, (b)
searching for factors related to critical
reading ability, such as the factor of intelli-
gence or the factor of attitude, and (c)
measuring the effectiveness of specific
methods and materials for teaching critical
reading.

The bulk of research in critical reading.
has been done at high school and College
levels, which may reflect the preoccupation
of educators with the development of
critical readink skills at these upper levels.
Glaser's high school study undoubtedly_
was-a basic step in the -production of -the
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widely used W_ aton-r Critical Think-
ing Appraisal. Kay, McKillop;and Living-
ston worked with high school students on
selected aspects of critical reading.- Hyram
attempted to work with seventh graders
and a few researchers have worked with
intermediate grade students. Cans, Sochor,
and Maney's studies illustrate research in
which an area within critical reading was
isolated and examined with students in
the intermediate grades. Although many
theoretical 'articles suggest that primary
school children have the ability. to do
critical thinking, there has been :little re-
search to test this assumption.

thods and Materials for Teaching
cal Reading

The third group of articles reports effec-
tive methods and materials for teaching
selected critical reading skills. Spec' c
selections were placed in this third category
of _the bibliography, not because they dealt
solely with methods = and materials for
teaching critical reading, but because they-
gave more attention to such matters than
did the articles classified in the first section.
Most of the articles briefly consider th
need for teaching critical reading/thinking,
define the term, identify specific skills. to
be developed, and then proceed to describe
procedures and materials _or- developing
the abilities mentioned. The emphases in
the papers differ; some consider critical
reading in relation to s specific groups of
pupils,' e.g.; the= gifted; others develop the
skills- within the content of one subjec
matter_ field, e.g.; social studies. Several
of the selections included -are focused on
creative reading or critical thinking rather

an critical reading, however, the content
of the articles was-considered applicable
0 Critical reidin

I. Theoretical Articles
Artley, A. Sterl, ritical Reading in the

Content Areas," Elementary English, 37
(1959) 122-130.
Critical reading is the process of judging
with severity the ideas expressed by a
writer. Factors that predispose a child to
read critically in the content areas are
intelligence, freedom from biases and pre-
judices, a background of experience in the
area of rea.ding, and a legitimate purpose
for engaging in critical reading.

Chase, Francis. S., "Demands on the rieader
in the Next Decade," Controversial Issues
in Reading and Promising Solutions. Sup-
plementary Educational Monographs,
No. 91. Chicago: University of Chicago
Press, 1961, pp. 748.
Chase says that the demands of citizenship
during the next decade will require a high
level reading=eading ability. He describes simple
illiteracy as not being ible to read and a
'higher illiteracy" in which the person _ is
able to read but does not relate the content
of verbal communication to events which
are shaping the future. He suggests that
both types of illiteracy may be more dan-
gerous =to values of civilization than the
atomic bomb and its offspring.

Cleland, Donald L., "Free Communication
of < IdeasAn Essential to Democra
Reading in Relation to Mass Media,
Report of _14th Annual- Conference and
Course on Reading. Pittsburgh: Unive_r-
sity of Pittsburgh, 1958,' pp. 15-23.
Cleland defines mass media and -presents
in historical order four theoretical views
regarding mass Media communication. He
gives : illustrations of the power of mass
media on human -behavior, and proposes
a rale =for :teachers in guiding the develop-
ment of intelligent consumers of mass media
in a democratic society.

Dale; Edgar The Critical Reider,7_., The
30 (JaMiaiy, -_ 1965) ;..1=4..

L.:: A deieriptioni, of .whatlicritical. -reading _ is
and WhaC_ thei--- iritinal does. -Dale

L L -
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recognizes the, need for the critical reader
to be, analytical and judgmental in his
determined effort to get at the truth.

Dale, Edgar, "Teaching Critical Thinking,
The News Letter, 24 ( January, 1959) 1-2.
Value placed on thinking is expanded to
include the necessary element of critical
thinking. The need for teaching children to
think critically is stressed and illustrative
means are suggested.

DeBoer, John j., 'Teaching Critical Read-
ing," The Elementary English Review,
23 (October, 1946) 251-254.
Deficier sets forth a three point definition
of critical reading, which proposes an active
rather than a passive approach to the
printed page, ability to distinguish relevant
from irrelevant data, and _the existence of
skepticism so that the reader will carefully
evaluate the reliability of evidence and the
soundness of conclusions.

Durrell, Donald D. and J. Richard Chain-,

bers, 'Research in Thinking Abilities
Related to Reading," The Reading
Teacher, 12 (December, 1958) 89-91. --

Studies 'are cited which -show that the
abilitx to think appears to rest upon framing
rather _than upon intelligence. Authors re-
view experts' analyses of thinking and
hypothesize that elaborative thinking in
reading will be most productive.

Eller, William, "Fundamentals of Critical
Reading," The Reading Teaches Reader,
Oscar S. Causey, editor. New York: The
Ronald Press, 1958, pp. 30-
Critical reading,- according to Eller, requires
a wide background of, information, average
or better intelligence; apprepriate skills for
evaluative reading, and personal adjustment
which will permit objective consideration.

Robert, "A Concept of Critical
Thinking," Harvard,Educational-Review,
32 (Wihter; 1962). 817111-_

65
includes judging the relationships between
statements, (2) "'the criterial dimension which
involves judging the ideas' presented, and
(3) the pragmatic dimension which includes
judging whether the material is good enou
for the purpose held.

amshurg, J. C., "Critical Reading Is Crea-
tive Reading and Needs Creative Teach
ing,- The Reading Teacher, 15 (Decem-
ber, 1961) 185-192.

Critical reading is reading with a thoughtful
attitude which involves reflecting and inter-
preting. The author- calls it creative reading .

because the reader is creating more than
the author put into' the story.

ans, Roma, Developing Critical Reading
as a Basic Skill," Reading in Action,
International Reading Association Con-
ference Proceedings, pp. 124-127. New
York: Scholastic Magazines, 1957
The, mature critie-al reader is characterized
as one who- (1) draws upon his reading and
relates it, to topics in conversation, to
problems, and, to studies, (2) is aware of the
need to evaluate the sources of material
read, (3) assesses the ways in which words
influence ideas, (4) selects wisely what he
reads, and (5) is willing to take a stand
about what he reads.

Guilford, J. P., Frontiers in Thinking that
Teachers Should Know About,- The
Reading Teacher, 13 ( Februa4r, 1960)
176482;

A, structure of the intellect presented in athree dimensional model suggests ninny
facets of intelligence which have not been
measured. Critical thinking can be classified
as an evaluative operation.

Harris,. A. J., "Three_ Kinds of Reading,
NEA Journal, 52 ( January, 1983) 42-43.
Critical reading skills- operatel in -develop-
mental reading, functional reading and
recreational' 'reading- Some of the skills areh . relevancy,Three dimensions of- critical tMnking . are establis ing seguedefined as ( he lo 'eal dirniniion hich and perceiving relationships.=

- ,
.
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Johnson, Marjorie S., Readiness for Criti-
cal Reading,- Education, 73 (February,
1953) 391-396.

Reading has four dimensions: perception,
understanding, reaction, and integration.
There is a developmental sequence which
requires preparation for critical reading,
which should begin in kindergarten.

Critical thinking involves attitudes plus
knowledge of facts and some thinking skills.

Russell, David H., "Personal Values in
Reading," The Reading Teacher, 15 (De
cember, 1961 ) 172-178:
Three levels of reading are described:
recognizing the word, understanding the
literal meaning of the word, and going
below the surface to discover new and
personal meanings. The deepest level of
reading is affected by the reader's personal
valites.

Karlin, Robert, "Critical Reading is Criti-
cal Thinking," Education, 84 ( Septein-
her, 1963) '8-11.

Critical reading and critical thinking are
parts of the same mental operations. Factors
involved in critical reading are attitudes,
ability, knowledge, feelings, and values.

aw, Ethel, "Teaching Critical Thinking
Through Reading," Dimensions of Criti7
cal Reading, 11 ( 1964 ) 75-87.

Describes lessons used in an experiment in
teaching critical thinking. The skills° em-
phasized are selecting relevant facts, judging
the reliability of data, making /generaliza-
tions and inferences, recognizing insuffi-
ciency of data, determining cause and effect,
and evaluating arguments.

Piekarz, Josephine A. -Attitudes and Criti-
cal Reading," Dimensions of Critical
Reading, 11 (1964) 134-144.

Piekarz' analysis of the 'crucial relationship
between attitudes and ability to -read, criti-
cally. it is possible-to perceive printed words
accurately and still misunderstand what is
read because of the interference of attitude_ s
on the conceptual processes.

Russell, David H., 'Higher Mental Pro-
. cesses," Encyclopedia of Educational Re-
search, C. W. Harris, editor. -New York:
Macmillan, 1960, pp.-645-661.

Thinking is described as asseciative,
problem-solving, critical, and creative. Criti-
cal thinking is a process of evalnation or
categorization in_ terms of some previously
accepted standards. It is a logical exarnina-

.tion" of data 'Which avoids fallacies and
judgments- on animotional basis only.

Russell, David H. erequisite: Knowing
How to Read. Criticallyi Elementary
English, 40 (October, 1963) 579-582.
Stating that critical reading can be thought
of best as related to critical thinking, the
author continues to define critical thinking
and to state reasons why the schools must
give top priority to its development begin
ning in the primary, grades.

Smith,- Nila B., "What Is Critical Reading?"
Elementary English, 40-: (April, -1963)
409-410.

The umbrella term comprehension di-
vided into three types of reading skills:
literal, interpretive; and critical. Critical read-
ing-._invelvesi both- of .the -.preceding skills
but requires an evaluation of.. the quality,
the value, the accuracy and truthfulness of
What is read.

Sochor, E. Elona, Critical Reading in the
Content Areas'," Reading in Action, Inter-
natienal Reading_Association Conference
Proceedings. New York: Scholastic Maga-
zines, 1957, pp; 127-128.

_

Provides illustrations of the application of
critical reading skills in all areas of the
curriculum at several grade levels. Until
critical reading skills can be" used = with any
kind of material that mist be read, educators
have not finished the job. .

Sochor, E. Elona, "The Nature of Critical
eadtn Elementary:English, 31 Jam-

ary, 1959) 47-58.
Gives an analysis o_ the dimenSions of

-reading ability that are measured bY.current
tests = and a description of the abilities that

`-=
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make up critical reading. Concisely presents
data from nearly one hundred separate.
pieces of literature related to ;critical read-
ing.

Sochor, E. Mona, "The Nature of Critical
Reading," Elementary- English, -36- -( Jan-

.

uary, 1959) 47-58.

Defines critical reading in relation w the
total reading and thinking processes. head-
ing is a complex process, of which back-
ground experiences and thinking arc an .es-
,sential part Literal reading involves under--
standing what is stated, and critical reading
includes dealing with the facts in some way.,

Stauffer, Russell G., "Language and the
Habit of Credulity," Elementary English,
42 (April, 1965 ) 362-369.

Reading can continue the habit of language
credulity initiated through- spoken -language
and thus be an obstacle to thinking, or it
can be a means for developing 'clear think-
ing.

Taba, "Problems in Developing
Critical Thinking,"- Progressive Educa-
tion, 28 ( Noyember, 1950 ) 45-48.
Taba holds that a precise definition of
critical thinking and idehtification Of a
developmental sequence of skills are pre-
requisite to teaching children to think and
read critically.

Taba, Hilda, The Teaching of Thinking,"
Elementary English, 42 (May, 1905)
-534-542.

Reviews some recent studies of cognition
concerned with styles of labeling, Strategies
of concept formation, and the development
of thinking.

Tilden, Herbert A. "Reading for Inquiry
Controversial Issues in-- Reading- and
Franking Solutions; upplermentsr Edu

.
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cation Monographs, No 91. Chicago:
Uni,:rersity of Chicago Press, 1901, pp.
35-53.

The process of "inquiry" subsumes skills
identified _ as critical reading skills. The
reader uses printed material to solve prob-
lems-and tests what he reads against reality.

Torrance, E. P., 'Creativity in the Class-
room, Developing Creative Readers,"
Instructor, 74 (February, 1965) 23 ±.
Describes creative readers as those who
anticipate outcomes, use what is read, and
transform or rearrange what is read. Critical
reading is given a restricting connotation.

Triggs, F. 0., Promoting Growth in Criti-
cal Rea ding," The Reading-Teacher, 25
(February, 1959) 158-164.
Critical reading requires a contribution by
both the author and the reader, and an
interplay betWeen the two usually results
in a new understanding. Instruction in
critical reading can he a part of instruction
in all ether basic reading de lls.

Ziller, Robert C., "The Origins of Critical
Thinking," Dimensions of Critical Read-
ing. - Compiled by Russell G. Stauffer.
Newark,. Delaware: University of, Dela-
ware, -1964, pp. 13-19.
Evaluative abilities are described as judg
Ments of the accuracy, goodness, suitability,
r workability-of information. Critical think-

ing-is viewed-as an integral part of all the
_ thinking processes and is influenced by the
social environment; the language, the infor-
mation accumulation and sources,- and the
personality and self-eaneept of the child.

IL Research
Arnold, Dwight, "Testing -Ability to Use

Data in the 5th and 6th Grades," Edu-
cational -Research- Bulletin. Cobarnbus:
Ohio State University, 1938, pp. 255-259.
A study in 5th and 8th grade -classrooms
supported the hypothesis:that critical think-

_.ing can he taught in the. elementary-school.
_Intelligent use _.of dafa_ is rltfined :as the
ability to recognize relevance, :depend-
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ability, bias
data.
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in u , and adequacy of

Balow, I. H., ''Reading and Computation
Ability as Determinants of Problem-Solv-
ing," Arithmetic Teacher, 11 ( June, 1964 )
18-22.

A study of the relationship between reading
ability and problem-solving ability as evi
denced in the p_ erforinance of 1400 sixth-
grade children on standardized tests of
arithmeNc and reading He found that
general reading ability did. have an effect
on problem-solving when intelligence was
controlled.

Betts, Emmett A., -search on Reading
as a Thinking Process," Journal of Edu-
cational Research, 50 (1958) 1-15.
Betts describes the procedures, findings,
and implications of tbe doctoral studies of
Sterl A. Artley Ethel Marley, and Mona
Sochor, which-_ deal with critical reading.
Author concludes that the studies support
the contention that there is a _ substantial
relationship between the abilities to do
literal reading and critical reading.

Bloomer, R.- H., "Concepts of :Meaning
arid the Reading and- Spelling Difficul
of Words," Journal o f Educational Re-
search, 54 (January, 1981) 178-182..
Bloomer found that knowledge of a number
of meanings for a word facilitated . ability
to spell and read that word. Frequency of
occurrence correlated most highly to both
spelling and reading difficulty. Concreteness
of the word related to reading difficulty,
but notto spelling difficulty.

Bloomer, R. H., "Connotative Meaning and
the Reading and_ Spellnig Difficulty of:
Words," :Journal

. of Educational Re-
search, 55 ( November, 1981) 107-112.

In another studyBloomer found that the
learning- diffidulty, of reading and spelling
words bore no relation to eithei the -connote-
tive tone or emotional intensity
of the word.

Brownell, John Arnold, -The Influence of
Training in Reading in the Social Studies
on the Ability, to Think Critically," Cali-
fornia journal of Educational Research,
4 (January, 1953) 28-31.

A study of the effect of an instructional
program in two ninth-grade reading classes
on the gain scores on the Watson-Glas.er
Critical Thinking Appraisal. The data pro-

sUpport the hypothesis that a
twenty - eight week program designed to
improve reading skills in social studies
will result in significant total score gains on
the critical thinking test. The data do not
provide conclusive evidence that the signif-
icant gains were caused by the wining
reading alone.

Clymer, Theodore, "Implications of Re-
search on Critical Reading and Think-
ing," Reading and Thinking. A Report
of the 17th Annual. Conference and
Course on Reading, Donald Cleland, edi-
tor. Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh,
1961, pp. 41-45.
Ail overview of some of the research studies
in critical reading (with special attention
to Sochor's review and Thorndike's, early
study of f'Reading as Reasoning ") followed
by, several useful techniques for evaluating
critical reading skills.

Crossen, Helen j., "Effects of the Attitudes
of the Reader upon Critical Reading
Ability," Journal of Educational Re-
search, 42 (1948) 289-298,

Crossen's study shows that the attitude
'Which the reader brings to the content of
written material affects his comprehension
of it'- influence 'of attitude increases
when the reader is asked to make inferences.

Ferrell, Frances H:, =, Experiment in the
Development of Critical Thinking,
-American Teacher, 30 (January 1946)

-25.

The idea that growth in certain components
assumed to be inherent in critical thinking
can be affected by = ins was tested
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in a two year instructional program in a
high school history class. No formal evalua.-
lion was made, but observed behavior
showed increased critical thinking.

Gans, Roma A Study of Critical Reading
Cornprehension in the intermediate
Grades. NeW York: Bureau of Publica-
tions, Teachers College, Columbia Uni-
versity, 1940.

A study. of the ability of fourth, fifth, and
sixth waders to select relevant information
for answering questions. Reference reading
is a composite of 'three variables: reading
ability, selection-refection patterns and a
type of delayed recall.

Glaser, Edward M., An Experiment in the
Development of Critical Thinking. New
York: Bureau of Publications, Teachers
College, Columbia University, 1941.
Materials and techniques were= developed
to activate a spirit of inquiry and to stimu-
late growth in ability to Wilk critically
among -twelfth-wade students.. After ten
weeks, the experimental groups made a
substantially greater average gain than com-
parable control groups.

Groff, P. j, -Children's Attitudes Toward
Reading and. Their Critical Readin
Abilities in Four , Content-Type Areas,
Journal of Educational Research, 55
(April, 1982) 313-319.
The study showed a positive relationship
between expressed attitudes toward content
and scores on a critical reacling test when
Groff studied 305 fifth- and sixth-grade
children.

Harris, Chester "Measurement of Coin-
prehension of Literature," School Re.
view, 58 (May, 1948 ) 280-289, and ( June,
1948) 332. 2.

Pre-011ege mien were -_ subjects of a study
to ascertain the = :"generality"- of specific
comprehension skills when applied to
various -forms; of .--literathredrarria,' prose;
poetry.- _

Hyram , G. M., "Experiment in Developing
Critical Thinking in Children," Journal
of Experimental Education, 26 (Decem-
ber, 1957) 325-132.

A study in which thirty-three matched pairs
of seventh-grade children were placed in
experimental and control groups. Instruction
in the application of basic, rules of logic to
factual data resulted in a significant increase
in reasoning ability for the experimental
group.

Kay, Sylvia, Reading: Its Impor-
tance and Development," The. Journal,
35 (January-December, 1948) 380-385.
Pm-tests and post-tests were used with 385
senior high school students to see how they
could (a) form their own conclusion, (b)
discern the author's purpose, (c) make
comparisons of conflicting or correlatingideas by the same author or different
authors, and (d) discover inaccuracies, in-
consistencies, and omissions of essential
information. Sizeable gains in the first three
abilities and a minor increase in the fourth
ability were produced- after instruction in
these areas.

Livingston, Howard, "An Investigation of
the Effect =ef :Instruction -in General
Semantics on Critical Reading Abili
California Journal -'of Educational 'Re-
search; 16 (March, 1965) 93-96.
A comparison was =made of the changes
in critical, reading ability of secondary school
students who received_ instruction in general
semantics with similar students who did not.
A pre-test _and post-test -With the Watson-
Glaser Critical Thinking 4ppraisal showedthat the group receiving instruction
semantres Changed significantly. (increased
in critical reading ability while the change
gain of the control group was not si

cant.

Maney, Ethel, "Literal and Critical Read-
ing in Science," Journal :nf =Experimental
Education, 27 (1958) 57-
Tests in general reading.achievement, _verbal
1.Q., and = literal and critical 'reading in
ence were-giverf- to 513 ito-germ-le students..
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When intelligence was partialled out the.
correlation between general reading ability
and critical reading ability in science was
.11.

'McCullough, Constance, -Responses a
Elementary School Children to Common
Types of Reading Comprehension Ques-
tions,- Journal of Educational Research,
51 (September, 1957 ) 65-70.

READIN

from Reading," Elementary Soh
nal, 56 (March, 1956) 03-309.
A report of a doctoral study at University
of Chicago, in which the case study method
was used to compare the reading abilities
of one sixth-grade boy and one sixth-grade
girl. Subjects were rated equal in intelli-
gence and in general reading competency
but varied greatly in their ability to do
critical reading.

I Jour-

An analysis of test results of 258 first -;
second-, and fourth-grade children was
made to see if testing for different types
of comprehension is actually testing different
reading abilities. Prediction for all types
of comprehension is impossible on the basis
of any single score; however, fact-getting
ability appears to be a common factor in
various types of comprehension.

McKillop, A. S., The Relationships Between
the Reader's Attitude and Certain Typesf Reading Response. New York: BUreau
of Publications, Teachers College, Co-
lumbia University, 1952.

Five hundred and twelve students in the
eleventh grade_were involved in an invesfi-
gation the relationship- between the
reader's verbally expressed attitude and :his
responses to questions relative to reading
material which was in agreement wit , or
in opposition to, his attitudes. Responses
to questions which allowed judgments to be
made were more strongly affected by atti-tudes than _ responses to .purely fa.ctUal
questions.

Nardelli, Robert . "Some Aspects of
Creative Reading," Journal of Educe-
Hone Research, 50 ( March, 1957) 495-
508.

Robinson, H. Alan, 'Reading Skills Ern-
played in= Solving Social Studies Prob-
lems," The Reading Teachel% 18 ( January,
1965) 263-269.

Introspective and observational methods
were combined to study behavior 'Of fourth
graders as they read to solve problems in
social studies content. Data regarding num-
ber of pupils using specific comprehension
skills are given, e.g., 67 percent "did not
compare ideas found in various sources."

Shores, J. Harlan, and J. L. Saupe, "Read-
ing for Problem-Solving in Science,"
Journal of Educational Psychology, 44
(March, 1953) 149-158.
Fourth, fifth, and sixth graders' reading
ability in science materials was tested to
discover whether or not there is a general
ability to read or if reading ability is made
up of a composite of abilities. The results
suggested the -wdstence of specific abilities

- in reading different- materials for different
purposes.

Sochor, E. Elona, "Literal and Critical
Reading M Social Studies," Journal of
Experimental Education, 27 (1958) 49-

Five experimental and three control sixth-
grade classes were given tests to measure
their ability to interpret_author's suggestions,
to interpret feelings, and to_recognize propa-
ganda devices. .-Special instruction to lin-
proVe these .abilitieS was given to the
experinental group and resultekin_ a signif-
icant mean gain for that group.

smdies appear to be rehitiyely independent

Using the same fifth -grade classes as Marley,
Sochor developed and used instruments to
measure literal and critical reading ability
in social studies content. When intelligence
was controlled, the correlation -betWeen
iteral and critical- reading comprehension

was 23.. This- suggests that literal and
critical reading cornPrehension in social

Piekarz, Josephine tting- Meaning a biliti ea,
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interpret, and create something unique from
the text.

Thayer, Lee O. and N. H. Pronko, -Factors
Affecting Conceptual Perception in
Reading," Journal of General Psychol-
ogy, 61 ( July, 1959) 51-59.

An investigation of the relationship between
the reader `s ethical and moral values and
his conceptualization of a fictitious character
and environment. The 112 college sopho-
mores who were the subjects of the study
ascribed characteristics they valued to a
fictitious character. Findings indicate that
moral and ethical values color the reader's
conceptualizatton and provide a stereotyped
ociocultnral frame of reference for structur-

ing ambiguous reading situations.

illiams, Gertrude, -Provisions for Critical
Reading M Basic Readers," Elementary
English, 38 (May, 1959) 323-331.

Williams examined ten series of basic
readers and found suggestions for teaching
thirty-three different critical reading skills.
However, only three skills were found in
all ten basic readers.

Witt, Mary, "Developing Reading Skills
and Critical Thinking," Social Education,
25 ( May, 1961) 239-242.

Report of a study of ten post-seventh-grade
students who were given planned instruction
in specffic critical reading skills for a six
weeks period. Measurable gains. were- shown
on th-e Iowa Silent Readirig Test but the
author pointed out that objective tests are
a poor way= measure the major outcomes
of critical thinking.

HI. Methods and Materials for
Teaching Critical Reading

Barbe, W. B., and T. E. Williams, "De-
veloping Creative Thinking in Gifted
Childrm Through the = Reading Pro-
gram," The -Reading Teacher, 15 (De-
cember, 1961 ) 198-201..

The distinguishing ,characteristic of gifted
children, according to -Barbi-- = and. Williams,
is their_ creativity, which should be cult],
yated through- those reading experiences
that cause the reader to qiiestion 1 analyie1

Bland, -Phyllis, "Helping Bright Students
Who Read Poorly," The Reading Teach-
er, 10 (April, 1956) 209-214.

Describes how bright students are lead to
read with greater understanding through
instruction in critical reading skills, word
meanings, and study skills.

Burrow, Alvina, -Reading, Research, and
Reporting in. the Social Studies," Social
Studies in the Elementary School. The
Fifty-Sixth Yearbook of the National
Society-for the Study of Education, Part
IL Chicago: University of Chicago Press,
1957, pp. 187-213.

The importance of recognizing authoritative
sources, selecting pertinent data, and identi-
fying discrepancies in research reading for
the social studies are discussed.

Carpenter,- Helen M., "Study Skills: Learn-
ing to Be Trnly Critical," The Instructor,
74 (February; 1985 ) 23-24, 138.

Teaching critical evaluation of information
and ideas in all forms of communication
should be the goal of the elementary school.
Both obstacles to the goals and guidelines
for reaching them are provided.:

Chapman,- Carita' "Methods and Mate-
rials for Teaching Critical Reaction to
What Is Read in Grades Four Through

, Sequential Development of Reading
Abilities, Helen M. Robinson, editor. Chi-
cago: University of Chicago Press, 1960,
pp. 84-87.

This paper considers factors which condition
critical reaction and proposes five levels
of instruction appropriate for the middle
grades,

CharleS, M., "Teaching _about Facts,"
1- The instructor, 74 ( February, 1965 ) 48,

reposes that 'we change our_donception
-" act" and stop confusing " et"- with
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unchanging truth.
changing; children
"facts" as best presen

Man's knowledge is
should learn to see
knowledge.

Clements, H. M., Inferences arid. Reading
Instruction," Claremont Reading Con-
ferenceYearbook, 28 ( 1964 ) 144-156.
A clarification of the distinction between
factual statements and inferential state-
ments. A fist of questions to evaluate
statements of fact and statements of infer-
ence is suggested.' Facts can be seen, felt,
observed, Inferences are thoughts, opinions,
conjechnqs.

riscuolo, NicholaNiEnrichin the Read-
ing Program for Superior Readers," Ele-
mentary School Journal, 64 (October,
1983) 26-30.

Author suggests that instruction in higher
level comprehension skills are necessary for
reading programs for superior students

Hallman, Martha, "Critical Evaluation,"
The Grade Teacher, 75 ( September,
1957) 46-47.

Critical evaluation is defined and guidelines
for teaching critical evaluation (with specific
illustrations ) are presented.

Ellsworth, Ruth, -Critical Thinking, Its
Encouragement," National Elementary
Principal, 42 ( May, 1963 ).

The stated requisites for critical thinking
and the suggested procedures for teaching
children- are applicable to critical reading.

Eller, William, "Reading and Semantics,"
Exploring the __Goals of-the-College.Read-
ing Programs, Oscar Causey, editor.
Fifth _Yearbook,- Southwest Reading Con.
ference,-,Fort Worth, Texas: Texas Chris-
tiara University Press, 1955, pp. 18-22.
Two major: sernanue, problems in reading
are :..presented with suggestions for over---
coming flier& through knoWledge _.of ten
propaganda tee 'clues and the reader's
understanding :o and: his .6Wn .Preitufi.=
cial experience:

Figurel J. Allen, -Evaluating the Abili
to Interpret Materials," Corre ve and
Remedial Reading, 16th Conference on
Reading. Donald Cleland and Josephine
Benson, editors. University of Pittsburgh,
1960, pp. 205-213.
Realistic expectations for pupils' perfor-
mance depend on teachers' knowing their
experiential background; comprehensive
evaluation depends upon pupils' opportuni
to read widely and to react to reading
through numerous mediawriting, speaking,
drama.

Finch, Hardy R., "How to Teach Students
to Read Mass Magazines Critically,"
Engtish fournai, 38 ( 1949 ) 388-91.
Finch suggests ways to teach_ students to
read mass magazines critically.

Flairiond., Ruth K., 'Critical Readtag," New _

Perspectives in Reading Instruction, Al-
bert J. Ma.zurkiewkz, editor. New York:
Pitman Publishing Corporation, 1964, pp.
256 -281.

OriginallY presented at the. Lehigh Univer-
sity Reading Conference, this paper dis-
cusses selected critical reading skills and
provides illustration of teaching procedures
from the readiness stage through high
school..

Hester, K. B., "Creative Reading: A
Neglected Area," Education, 79 (May,
1959) 537-541..

Creative reading is defined as an inter-
action between the reader and the author,
requiring the ability to read and think
crideally Skills that should be taught
reasons for teaching them,- and -appropriate
activities' are included.-

Hill, J., "Teaching Critical Reading in the.
Middle Grades: Elementary English, 39

arch, 1962) 239-24
he's list of six- critical reading skills
is ,basis for a description of numer-

Gus methods for teaching= critical- readin
Places emphasis on -comparison -of sources.

g.
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Huck, Charlotte and Bernice Effinger,

"Reading Critically," The Grade Teacher,
82 (March, 1985) 101-105.
The authors identify certain critical reading
skills and suggest ways that they can be
taught in social studies, science, math, and
literature.

Huus, Helen, Reading and Thinking in
the Social Studies," Reading and Think-
ing, A Report of the 17th Annual Con-
ference and Course on Reading; Donald
Cleland, editor. Pittsburgh: Universi
of Pittsbargh, 1961; pp. 27-33.
Discusses four basic skills of reading and

"nkingunderstanding -vocabulary, under-
standing the organization, evaluating the
material critically, and using the informa-
tionand applies them to Middle grade
social studies content.

arlin, Robert, "Sequence in Thoughtful
and Critical Reaction to What Is Read,"
Sequent-i1 Development of Reading
Abilities, Helen Robinson, editor. Chi-
cago: University of Chicago Press, 1960,
pp. 74-79.
A hierarchy of= critical reading -skills- appro-priate for development at primary, Middle
grades, and high school levels '-follows a
definition and discussion of need for, prob-
lems in teaching, and factors that influence
critical reading.

Kermoian, Samuel, "Cactus Pete," The NEA
Journal, 50 ( September, 1961) 29. _

Provides a detailed description of
grade pupils comparing a statement i
book with other sources of information
(experience other books, . experts -in the
field) 'in order- to resolve discrepancies in
information about _the -number of toes their

Lackey, George H., Jr. and Doris. Rollins,
"History and Current Events: A Time
and Place for Critical Reading," Journal
of Reading, 8 (May, 1965) 373-377.
A report of the methods, materials, and
organization used to teach junior high
school students critical reading skills through
social studies content.

Langma.n, Muriel Potter, "Teaching Read-
ing as Thinking,- Ethication, 82 (Septem-
ber, 1951) 19-25.

In teaching reading as thinking, special
attention should be given to sentence struc-
ture, concer formation, evaluation of ideas,and the in uence of biases of both author
and reader.

Massey, Will J., "Critical Reading in the
Content Areas," Reading as an Intel-
lectual Activity, International Reading
Association -- Conference Proceedings,
New= York: Scholastic Magazine, 1983,
104-107.

A definition of critical reading with illusixa-
tions of its applicability to literature and
social studies is provided.

Mattila, Ruth H., "Accent on Thinking
Through Reading = at the intermediate
and Upper Grade. Levels," Science Edu-
cation, 46 (March,-1962 ) 174-176.

pet turtle had..

Koff:Meyer, William, "Classroom Activities
M Critical Reading," Schodl_ Review,
19 pp.
itottrneyer dellnes critical reading skills and
describes ee units for tea g skills in
upper elementary grades.

_

Ways that critical reading can be taught
through the use of current science topics
are suggested. Materials are drawn from
advertisemen news articles, and television
programs.

McCollister,. -_- James "Methods and
Materials for. Creative Reading
in Grades Ten Through Fourteen," Se-
quential Development of Reading Abili-
ties, Helen M. Robinson, editor. Chicago:
University of Chicago -- Press, 1980, pp.
119-123.

Two sets of guiding principles for the
--

selection of method and materials for de-
veloping creative readers are= stated. C a-,

^-
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tive reading requires the reader to abstract
meanings, classify and evaluate them, relate
them his own experience, and formulate
conclusions or apply the meaning in some
way.

McCullough, Constance M., "Conditions
Favorable to Comprehension," Educa-
tion, 79 (May, 1959) 533-536.
In a light readable style the author, presents
four conditions essential to reading for
comprehension.

Muessig, R. H., -Can High School Students
Read a Newspaper Critically?" Social.
Studies, 56 ( January, 1965) 3-5.
Muessig stresses' the need for_ teaching
critical reading of newspaper and provides
specific helpful teaching techniques and
materials.

reader brings his appreciative mass, his
attitudes, and emotions to the printed
page," p. 115.

Robinson, Helen M., editor, "Methods and.
Materials for Teaching Critical Reaction
to What Is Read," Sequential Develop-
ment of Reading Abilities. Chicago: Uni-
versity of 'Chicago Press, 1960, pp. 80-99.

Petty, Walter, ''Critical Reading in the
Primary Grades," Elementary English,
33 1956) 298-302.
Reading with comprehension is a thinking
process and can be taught, in the primary
grades through the utilization of problem
situations which have meaning for the
pupils.

Rapparlie, Evalyn, 7Election Year, A Time
to Teach Critical Thinking," The Grade
Teacher, 82 (October, 1964) 100-103,
143.

A report 9f -a one-classroom study of the
extent to which middle-primary students
are able to= apply, skills of critical thinking
in a unit concerned Withithe "responsibili-
ties that accompany freedoni to choose."

Reinke, Ralph L., "Methods and Materials
for Teaching Creative Reading in Grades
Fou Through Sit," Sequential- Develop-
ment of

- Reading Abilities, Helen -Robin-
son, editor. Chicago: University of CIA-
cage Preis, 1960 pp. 12115.
A presentation of four major behavioral
goals = of creative reading which the author
believeS are closely related to thinking.

Creative reading is a process by which a

This chapter contains papers by five authors
who consider materials and ways of teach-
ing critical reading in kindergarten through
grade twelve, as well as in remedial classes.

Smith, Nila 'Patterns of Writing m
Different Subject. Areas," Journal of
Reading, 8 (October, 1964) 31-37.
This is the first of two articles which report
an analysis of special patterns of writing in
literature, science, mathematics and social
studies materials studied in grades 7 through
12. Part 1 considers the patterns of writing
in literature and mathematics. More efficient
and meaningful reading results from under-.standing the patterns of writing unique to
certain areas.

Smith, Nila B., "patterns of Writing in
Different Subject Areas," Journal
Reading, 8 (November, 1964) 97-102.
Part II of Smith's article discusses patterns
of writing to be found in secondary texts
in social studies and science. Among the five
patterns ideritified in social studies are the
"cause and -effect," "cornparison," and "prop-
aganda patterns.

Smith; Nila B., "Reading in Depth at
Middle Grades," The Instructor, 74
( Marah, 1965) 73, 101.

Critical reading is defined as the highest
level of comprehension; which includes also
literal comprehension and interpretation.
Examples of both incidental -and planned
teaching of critical reading are provided.

Shot-
Education, _82 . (September, 1981) 26-28.
Suggested questions and follow-up activities
are offered as ways of helping gifted pupils
to read creatively.
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Stauffer, R. G., "Children Can Read and
Think Critically," Educ tion 80. ( May,
1960) 522-525.

Children, even at first grade level, can read
and think critically about matters -that are
within their experience, providing such
experience is (1) examined, (2) pertinent
facts -indexed, (3) relationships noted, and
(4) generalizations reached.

auffer, Russell G., "Critical Reading a.
Upper Levels," The Instructor, 74
( March, 1965 ) 74-75, 101.

Critical readers in upper grades must have
strength of their convictions and courage
to deal with ideas. In. the process the reader
moves from divergent to convergent think-
ing as he examines evidence, declares
hypotheses, suspends judgments until proof
is found, and makes decisions.

Stauffer, Russell G., "Directed Reading
Thinking Plan,' Education, 79 (May,
] 959) 527-532.

the reading-thinking process which he says
involves setting purposes, reasoning while
reading, and evaluating. .A detailed descrip-
tion of how one first-grade teacher guided
an "average" first-grade group to read-
think through a basal reader story is
included.

Utilizing the work of Thorndike, Dewey,
and Russell the author makes a plea for
teaching childri.m to read critically through
fostering proper attitudes, establishing_ pur-
pose, -learning skills, making inferences,
reflecting, and judging.

Stauffer, Russell C., "Productive Reading-
Thinking at-,the First-Grade Level,"= The
Reading Teacher, 13 (February, 1960)
183-187.
Author maintains that six year olds can learn

Stauffer, Russell C., Reading and the
Educated Guess,' Reading and Think-
ing, A Report of the 17th Annual Con-
ference and Course on Reading, V Donald
Cleland, editor. Pittsburgh: University of
Pittsburgh, 1961, pp. 27-33.

The ethicated guess," or prediction and
conjecture, is presented as a basic critical
reading skill. The article is generously
illustrated with classroom examples, includ-
ing a discussion of the role of the teacher
and the peer group in the critical reading
process.

Tronslierg, Josephine, 'Creative Reading
at All Grade Levels, Reading in Relation
to Mass Media, Donald Cleland, editor.
Report of 14th Annual Conference and
Course on Reading. Pittsburgh: Univer-
s f Pittsburgh, 1958, pp. 145-150.

Equates creative reading to critical reading
and_ suggests skills, that can be developed
at elementary, junior high, high school, and
college levels. Author believes the "more
complex skills" cannot be developed until
I sigh schobl.

[Amin, 1907]


